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'AAnstrong, Jane M. ACHIEVEMENT AND PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN MATHEMATICS:
RESULTS OF TWO NATIONAL SURVEYS'. Journal for Research in Mathematics
Education 12: '356-372; November 1981.

.

.:.

,

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E: by CHARLES E. LAMB;
The'yniversity of Texas at Austin. ,

4

1. _Purpose - .

few previous studies have controlled for students' mathematics course-_

taking histories. Therefore, the current study was undertaken (using the
4

re§ults of two national surveys) to determine sex differences In mathematics

,achievement when'course-taking was controlled. Sex differencesin spatial

\tbility were also considered. ,

4
/ ;

, 4

+...:...-

2°. Rationale'.
.., .

iThe two Surveys used in the study were: (1) WoMen in Mathematics

'Pro ect and (2) National Assessment of Educ4ional Progress. Previous

ie-94rchis cited which tends to show slightly better achievement for males'
i

in 'thematics." Fork by Fenneda and others ha;'suggested,that the achieve

went ifferences' mighi be explained by differential partiCiPqtic4r., gvidence_______--

seemsto show significantly higher participation in mathematj,cs-for'maidsf....... .

. .

,over females. / . .

i

.
Pr vious studiesrhiol,h,ve attempteU, to determine the effect of dif-

%fdrgnt -cotfle-taking on achievement have produced inconsistent results...

An alternative cause fdr achievement differences might be spatial, ability.
i

This is taken into Consideration in the ktudy. '
1

'8.
3. Research Design and Procedures .

The Women in Mathematics Sur'vey: A 90-minute qubstionnaire Was deydloved

to assess students mathematics achievement and attitude as well as to collect
. _

background information on matters such:as Couse-xaking history. re result's

here focus only on achievement and'plrticipation. AChievement was assessdd

vie items from standardized tels.. Participation was deterlialiii.bS, asking

students which.courses'they had taken or dxpacted to take at thq, high school

revel. Samples were dtawn from 13- year -olds and high schooi.senbars.. The

'13-yealird1d sample included t2 schools for a total of 1 352 students. The

senior-year sample included 71.schoold and7a tdtar of 1 788 students._
.

'01 . .
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The NAEP Mathematics Assesstbnt: This study was conducted during the

1977-78 scho61 ybar using a large national prAability sample of approxitfiately

75 000 students. StUdents were tested'aE'ages 9, 13, and 17. A more

dttailed. description of NAEP can be found in Procedural Handbook: 1977778,

Mathematics Assessment (NAEP, 1980).

4. Findings

Sex Differences in Achievement: In general; males at the senior-ye ar

level outperformed females on the 'arious aspects of mathematical achievement.

At the 13-year-old level, the females tended to do better than gales. This

, same general pattern existed for both the. Women in MathemailCs Survey and the

.NAEP data.

Sex Differences in PartLcipation: The pattern -for both the NAEP assess-
., 4 -

ment and the WIMSurvey suggests-that males and females paiticipate in basic

mathematic_a_coursa-at roughly the same rate.

seems to favor males.
F.

Sex Differences in.Achievement Within

every rlevel of participation, men have some

women. Apparently, achievement

t differbnces in participation.

Interpretations

At higher levels, enrollment

Participation

sort of

Levels: At nearly

achievement advantage over

differences are not solely a function of

Achievement.: Thirteen- year -old females start Iligh school mathematics

programs with at least,/ the samd mathematical abilities as their male counter-
,

parts. They usually have an edge in computation and spatial ability. By

'the end of high school, males have passed febales in most scales and have

.erased the previous female edge in computation and spatial ability.---

. , Particip*ation: There appears to be somewhat higher participatipn by

maieg.as_thelevel of course increases.

Achievement Within Levels of Pafticipation: It seems that achievement

differences are.not solely a function of differences in particfpation. Males

seem to have an advantage at nearly every levelof participation. AlsO, ere

differences do not appear to be'related to spatial visualization.

possible explanations of sex differences may be due to out-of-school

experiences and/or personality differences not previously considered., -This
1

warrants further investigation.

%
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IF

Abstractor's Comments

(1) The topic is an important one that Was received much interest in

the'recent professional literature in mathematics education.

. (2) In terms of fOrmat, the consideration of spatial abiiity-seem0

likesomething-of-an afterthought.

(3) Except for the comm. , the report is well-written.

(4)711e_suggebtion that future research might look'at .(1) out-Of-school

.---eiperience and (2) personality variables seems feasible.

(5) I appreciated' the author's willingness to make definite statements

in the conclusions' section. For example,

It is clear that achievement differences are not solely
. a function of differences in participatidh. (p. 371)

_
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Behr, Merlyn J. and Wheeler, Margariete Montague. THE CALCULATOR FOR CONCEPT,

FORMATION: A-CLINICAL STATUS STUDY. Journal for'kesedich in Mathematics

Educatir 12: 323-338; November 1981.

,Abstract and comments'prepared for I.M.E. by J. D. GAWRONSKI,

' San Diego Cqunty Department of Idubation. ,

1. purpose: '

S

This study was designe4 to determine if.young, school-age children

coulduse the "counter button".(equals key) of a calculator for performing

counting activities associateki with basic facts of addition and subtraction.

2. - Rationale

Counting strategies such as "count \11", "count-on-with tally", ..;4,1

___"count-on-withouV-tally'.toAerform additioa'haN.Te been identified by other

researchers. Strategies. suA as " count- back - with - tally" to perform subtrac-
.. 0'

tions have also been observed. This study attempts to extend that' research

ky studying whether children can use a calculator to perform counting, tasks.

If calculator use does augment "count-with-tally" behaviors, it may be

possible to facilitate a child's acquisition of addition and,subtraction

concepts.

3. Research Design and Procedures

Kindergarten and fiest-grade children who, were teacher-identified as
.

high, middle,.or low ability in mathematics were the subjects of this sto4Y-

Ateach grade level, five,Children were randomly selected from each classi-

fiaation. The results of the Purdue Test of Conservation Were used to

. classify. 3, 4, and 8 kindergarten children and 11, 1, and a first- grade,

children as conservers, tgansitionals, and respectively.
---

Calculatoi familiarization and 16 assessment tasks in correspondence,

number permanence, correspondence with discrepancy, and transformation were

yindivid4lly presented to each child in two 25- to 35,- minute videotaped

interview. Researchers alternated responsibilities of interviewer and

recorder between sessions.
....)

.V

4. Findings 1

The chl. ren had no difficulty reading numerals .on the calculator'

display an learned "with reasonable ease" tol"program" the calculator to be
e

4
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a "counter ". Morethan 85 percent of the children at each kradedevel were

able to use the calculator to maintain a one-to-one correspondence between

an'oial count and a calculator count. On number permanence tasks, the oral

count of chips femained unchanged for 14 kindergarteners and aii 15 first

-graders, and the talculator count of chips remained unchanged for 10 kinder-

garteners and all 15 first grader. The results of the correspondence with

discrepancy tasks indicated that approximately two-thirds of the 120 responses

gave evidence that the calculator was perceived aS a counter. In the simple

addition and subtraction tasks'"most children at each grade level recognized

that the interviewer - introduced transformation produced an inequality and

transformed the calculator count so.that an equivalence was re-established."

On the simple inverse transformation tasks, at least 40 percent of the

1
childrenkat each grade level gave satisfactory explanations. The last two

tasks were the complex additton/subiraction transformation tasks. The results

indicate that complex addition is easier than complex subtraction; the com-

parative difficulty of the Awo.tasks seems to disappear with the older, first-

' grade children.
. .

5. Interpretations

The researchers indicate that the data suggest that most kindergarten

and first-grade children, appear to perceive a calculator count as a permanent

indicator of the cardinality of a set and are apt to use a calculator esi

facilitator of oral counting. By inference, the children might use the
4

calculator as a counter to facilitate internalization of basic fact addition
.

and subtraction. The researchers are "cautiously optimigtic about encouraging

curricular research.that would employ the calculator as a counter to facilitate
f

a chiles acquisition and internalizafion of counting strategies appropriate

for addition and subtraction."

A

Abstractpr's Comments
4

The sequence of tasks used in this study is carefully described and

) presented. The experimental activities of pretesting, videotaped :intervi Ws,

and interviewing/recording seem reasonable and well-suited to thepurpo§ of

the study. It is important to empeasize,here that this was not a co rative

study to determine if one method of instruction was "better than" another.

_Ads study was "to examine whether young, schoolnage,children perceive

1
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succegsive punches of the counter button of a handheld ,cald'ulator as a means

for counting with tally." But I wonder why? And where does this'isearch

lead? Is it moitivated by a'need to be'prepared for the pencil-less, paper-
*

less environment of,the future when we will rely on electronic devices?

Or are we looking forward to 'the'day when the plot of Isaac Asimov's

, Feeling of Power,comei true and we need to deal with the technical [student]

who discovers calculator displays can be replicated on paper with-pen or
.

rncil?' It doesn't appear to me that the research sheds any light or Adds

any new insights to what we know about initial learning of addition and

subtraction Ails. The research was certainly well conducted and generally

,veil described. This report, however, would haire been improved with a more
Ar

substantive rationale.

No o 4

. -
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Bell, Alan; Swan, Ma 'colm; and Taylor, Glenda. CHOICE OF OPERATION IN

VERBAL PROBLEMS WITH IMAL NUMBERS. Educational Studies in Mathematics

12: 399-420; Novecbe 1981. .

\
Abstract and comments prepared,for I.M.E. by KAREN A. SCHULTZ,
Georgia State Universit.

fr.

1.. *Purpose

The purpose of the study was to address.four questions: (1) the suita-

bility of the generalkdi4noseic teaching method, (23 the adequacy of the
Ft=

use of the conceptual map-i*o find misconceptions, (3) the effectiveness of

the use of- cognitive qonftlet and general teaching strategies, and (4) the
\

effectiveness
.*

of calculator-enriehed eaching materiels to impresie under-
.. :.

standing:- Learning choice *operation'in verbal problems with decimal num-

ber's was the medium through which the four questions were-considered.

.

-2. Rationale
1.,..r

A a. Though substentie work has been,reported on the use of conceptual
.

maps to identify level4o0ifficulty and describe typical isconceptions

and strategies, less work exists on teaching based on 'this information.

b. There is'little_Or no guidan(e in elementary or
,

aecondary school

.tegebooks in learning how,t0 choose .the operation n problem solving.
"

Related research has focused on t.he' effect of the difficulty of certain

features of a prokym; but dot on the-conceptual schepes children, have.

The, presence of decilal numerals in problems has been shown to\be particularly

troublesome. k;

z

.
3. Research Design and,Trocedures

. Exploratory intervie*WrAbdUt

within4the normal range of,ability.were

page booklets, with pag9--,Z
-44

easier numbers or diograps.

When students could not gore a problem given the booklet hints, other hints
F

were offered. The uses,:of easier numbers, estimation, anirawing diagrams

were of particular interest' to the investigators. About half of the inter-
.

views were observed by.s, second person and some were videotaped. Audio

'recordings Sere made of 'all the interviews:,

20 pairs

given

nd 3 displaying

Discussion between

.

of st,udentq, aged 12 to 16,

problems presented in three-

relevant hints, such as using

students was encouraged.

/
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Diagnostic testing. .A diagnostic test based the interview rekilts
I, 4

designed. It containedlhe following nine areas: ,

Area I 'Ctioibe of operation

Area II Understanding of place value and ordering for decimals

Area III 'the assumption that emultipliCation.makes%bigger'

must be resisted

Area IV Division bust be recognized as non-commutative

Area V Division symbol's.such as aF E; a = b must be read
,

in the'correct direction'

Areas VI, VII. Misleadingwords:more' and ttimes' must be resisted

Areas VIII Awareness 0esize ofapnits

Area IX' Explanation of'aVheck of correctness. (p. 409)

There were 38 items in the test, 15 of which were takenfrom the'test

"Place Value and Decimals" developed by the Chelsea pmaject, Concepts in

Secondary Mathematics and Science (CSMS) (Hirt, 1980). The test was adminis-

tered to 27 fifteen-year-olds of below-average ability in, a middle-class
. %

secondary school. Data from 18,studentsare reported.

Teaching experiment. The same 1$ students were given elevgn.70-minbte

lessOns after the diagnostic test was administered as a pretest The lessons

Apd,actIvities addressed the concepts in the nine Areas and
- "

concentrated on one -step muitiplicationand division

4 problems, involvingdetimal'numbers, and in supposedly very
familiar contexts. .... [The] teaching material used rich
situations, and also games, a mature of teacher-posed and

. pupil-generation questions.. Feedback was sometimes through
Ihe game situation (the opponent wins or challenges, some-

.

. times from consistency', sometimes by trial and improvements.

'(p. 402)

Immediately following the teachineintervention, the diagnostic test

' was given again_as a posttest alid repeat4d three weeks later as,a delayed
.

posttest.

ktA, Findings 4!

The percentage of students reaching criterion (about 3 `of the items)

in each Area for pre-, poSt-,'and delayed posttests was reported. The'tbst

improvement occurred in Area II, both in imMediate and delayed posttesting.

Areas III and VII had immediate and delayed posttesting results that remained

.

-

t.

4
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the same. Moderate, to dramatic decreases in understanding fromAmmediate

to delayed posttesting were indicated in Areas IV, V, VI, and VIII. Areas

I and IX Showed moderate increases from mediate to delayed posttesting.

Interpretations

Though the authors felt that. the effectiveness of their diagnostic ,

procedure '4.ms difficult to assess, they did conclude that the teaching based

on it Was "notably spccessful!' (p; 419)i They expressed a need for more

research on (a) choice of operatioh, (b) teaching strategies especially

using easy numbers and diagrams, and ,(c) the separate effects of certain

strategies.

. Abstractor's Comments.

This work is interestiktg and important from several perspectives. Theo

focus on the diagnostic procedure in the.context of a teaching experiment has...

the potential of offering qualitative informa tiou.akout the sensitive process

of diagnosis and prescription and subsequent learning. Developing the,diggnos-

tic test on, the basis of the data collected through intervieweinclCsed the

likelihood of producing alt instrument in tune with areas of confusion. By the

time the teaching materiali and plans, were developed on the basis of the

diagnoslic data, the teachers (experimenters) wereSery sensitized to e needs

of the learner.'

....,.

Qkt
.
possible to get in touch with some of the qualitative aspects o/ planning

for instruction based on diagnosis. Valuable information was eked,out about
:'

missonceptiohs alsing from decimal experiences. However, following are some
e

codcerns about clarification and completion of reporting that would have given
,--,

.1He readgr more needed information about both decimals and the diagnostic
. ,,,,

ft
:. procedbre.

The experimedters are to be commended for engaging in research Chet makes_

j 1. The terms cognitive mapt cognitive conflictAnd general diagnostic

teaching method were used without definitionc, The first two terms were not

further explained in the report after being used 4n posing the questions

addressed 'by the study. Therefore, the results of the study in the conte

of using cognitive maps andkeognitiveionflict are vague. *

2. It is not clear why pairs of kubjects.veti"interviewed. Also, it

is not clear what, is meant bye saying thesubjects were in the normal range

4

e

I,
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.
4 .

.

, .- -' -. . ,
, _

of ability. The reader is left wondering on'what 'basis this_was de.termined.

.Finally, regarding subjects, it is not known if old' students tftterviewed ,

fr

'3

.were, from the same school and class as those whowere diagnosed and taught.

Since the interviewing phase was in preparation for the diagnostic phase, this

information could influence the reader's imOiession la ,the results and con-
.

, .
; . .

clUsions Vf he teaching eitramerkt. ' .

,

. 3. It was riot explained why some of the interviews were conducted 1

.

with a second observer wand some were not, eAlso, wiry were some interviews

, videothped and .some not? It might. be 'of interest to know if, those interviews
. - 4

which. did nor have a-NeCond observer did not also ger videotaped.
4 , ,

4, 'How many problems were givan'durinveach interview? Why were they

multiple,choice in format? ,Did eacH student pr each pair of students do each

problem? Examples given did not 'specify , thief information;', ,

f ,I

. 5. How long was each interview? How, mahy.sessions was each pair of

studenic intervAewed7 How long did it take'to conduct All the interviews?,

These qtestions and those posed' n (4) above are important for purposes of ''
.. P

replicatiag this study .ms well as interpreting the results. .
r

6. ,Finally, the title suggestathat the focus,pf the study is choice

of operation. This, in light of the four questions delineated in the :,,Intrtil-'

duct ion of the report, is. misleading.`

. .

.
,
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Bloom, Robert B. 'and Bourdon, Linda. TYPES AND FREQUENCIES OF TEACHERS'
WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONAL FEEDBACK. Journal of Educational Research 74: '

13-15; SeptemberNctOber 1980.
.,

Abstract and Comments prepared for T.M.E. by ARTHUR F. COXFORD,
'The Universityoof 'Michigan.

1. Purpose and Rationale

The efipiricapsYchofogical evidence indicates that feedback correcting

errors is;more effective than feedback that identifies incorrect response

and that both feedback techniques are more effective in incroasing academic

achievemeht than feedbaCk which identifies correct responses. In light of

this inqmmation, the authors sought to discoyer the 'feedback techniques

___commonli Osed,jby experieliged elementary teachers.
'

2. ,Research Design and Procedures

One hundred eighty-threp elementary teachers who were enrolled in a one-
-,

week graduate course dealing with classroom and behavio'ral management4were

used as the sample. The 183 experienced teachers (average of 8.-3 years) were

considered to be nrepresenta;ive" of the experienced teachers within a 60-mile
4

radiiis of the course- offering institution. Each teacher was given,a sheet

of c.per containling."Doug's" responses to 16 additionlias and instructed

to "grade Doug's paper as you'asually grade, your students' mathematics papers. "'

The:paperswergidoneanonymouslyandweit graded, but they were discussed

in:a toil class setting.

inns

The authors each independently .evaluated the papers and identified seven

categories of feedback used Ttr interfaer coding reliability was 100 per-,.

cent. The 'categories, along with the -relative frequencies found, were
. -

Right only

Wrong only 20.8%

Right/Wrong 16.9%

Redo.Wrongs 16.4%

Corrective 8.7%

Teacher Assist,----- 9.3%
-------

Diagnose/Prescribe 8.2%

16
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4. Interpretations'

The authors noted the foliow,fng: (1.). Noncorrective feedback was identi-

fied nearly three times as often as corrective feedback;-(2) Only one third

of the users of nOncorrettive feedback'used the most effective 'wrong only'

techniques; (3) Only 8.2% diagnosed many,of Doug's errors as'similarly based;

(4) No general feedback technique had wide use; (5) Teacher feedback techniques

did not mirror the techniques found to 84 effective in empirical work.-

A

- .

. _
Abstractor%S Comments. -

e study is obvlouslnot a tight experimental one because the sample

was not random, the participation was voluntary, and no recognizable experi--.,

-mental design.was uSed. . Rather, it was a status study with a group of sub-

je.Cts who happened to be4ava;lable and .wthom the authord considered to be typ-

'ical, if not above average. As a status study,"the work has Imp4tance for

teachers and teacher educators. Its findings illLtrhte that the majority
- 4

of the teacheis participating uted less than the most effective feedback /4

techniques available. It seems reasonable to conjecture 'that they did as

they did because °lack of knowledge. If thatis the case, then the.tea.Cher

educatorS who were their, instructors may not have been aware of the empiri-

cal bases of their scholarly field--of else they would:have taught the impor-.

-tancecfoeffectiveleedBack technique. .

To be sdiCe to have great confidence in the findings, one would have to

replicate the study with better control procedures. However, we should note

hide ,icademics ;Olen we learn that teachers and teacher- trainers are not
,

perford gegen. RAther we should take it upon ourselves to teach what is
4

clear our scholarly base.

.

4
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Thrassell, Anne; Petry, _Susan; and Brooks, Douglas M. ABILITY GROUPING,
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT, AND PUPIL ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS. Journal
for Research in-Mathem4tfds Education 11: 22-28; Janutry 1980.

Abstract, and comaexts_prepare3 for I.M.E.lby GEORGE M. STANIC,
UniVersity-of-Wfsconsin at Madison.

1. Purpose
- 7

According to the authors, the primary purpose of.the study was to in-

Arestigate the relationships between pupil attitudes toward mathemat cs,and

mathematics achievement among assigned ability groups. The four h ()theses

were:
.

1. 'There will be-significant differences in pupils' attitudes toward

mathematics among distritt-determined ability group's.

2. There will be significant differences in mathematics ability among

district-determined ability groups. .

3. There Will be significant differences in pupils',attitudes toward

mathematics among teacher-determined ability leirels within district -

determined ablity groups.

4. Seldcted attitudes scales will correlate with measures of mathe-

Matics.114,14ty.

2. Rationale

After citing a number of studi4s which have dealt with pupil attitudes

toward matheMatics, the authors state\that varied results have been produced

in investigations which have attempted to relate pupil attitudes to mathe-

matics achiAement. The authors assume'that their use of the Mathematics

,Attitude Inventory isosufficient to overcome whatthey see as a major prob-
.

lem wit recent tesearch on attitudes toward mathematics -- an overreliance

on "home-grown" attitude. instruments.

3. Research Design and Procedures,

The sample selected for the,study included 714 seventh-grade mathematics

students from five junior high schools "representing a mixture of socdoeco-

nomic backgrounds in a suburban community." The authors state that this age

group was chosen because grades six and been "have been shown ,to be critical

.1
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g des imtbe development'of mathematical attitudes."
p.

The attitude variables were measured using the Mathematics Attitude

In entory (MAI), Which includes the following scales:\ attitude toward
- -

tea her, val.Ap of mathematics in society, anxiety toward mathematics, self-

con ept, enjoyment of Mathematics, and motivation. Values for the achieve-
.

ment variables were determined using scores on the applications, concepts,

and ompu'ations scales of the ,California Test ofBasic Skills (CTBS);' the

tota score was also used.

The MAI was administered in mid-winter; the CTBS scores were from ad-

mini trations of the test during the previous school year. The authors state

thatlthe CTBS scor
/

s and the teacher recommendations were the criteria for

the bility group ng. Questionnaires given to the mathematics teachers for

each class, were sed to determine the trimester ot mathematics in which the

stud nts we e rolled; the mathematics ability level of the class (high,

medium, low); nd the three highest and three lowest achieving students in

each class.
K

The data used to determine Otween-group differences were summarized

using means- ores on the six attitude variables and four achievment, vari-

able.sfor e ch district determined' ability group; the mean scores across all

three ability groups were also given for each variable. The data used' to

determine withinlgroup*differences were summarized using Mean scores on the

six attitude variables for each teacher - determined ability level within each

district-determined ability group. Data were then analyzed to determi6e

whether significant differences in scores existed between district- determined

ability groups (in terms of attitude and achievement) ad'within ;

determined ability groups (in terms of attitude). The specific tests and

teat statistic; were not given for the #nalyses mentioned above. Other anal
*0

yses were also undertaken. A discrimination analysis was done to determine '

attitudinal variables that relate to ability grouping; a correlation matrix

of the six attitude variables and' the four CTBS.measnres 'of mathm;tical

ability was constructed; and a canonical correlatibn analysis was used to

compare attitude and 'echievement,scores. ,'
4. ,Findinv . , ,,

,

.:
,,,,

'
Significant differences,(p < .01) were foulg4betwein district=determined

0

'1.*0. ,47,-."',,..,
t A'

.,'
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.1

groups on all attitude variables except motivation (with th$ largest differ-

ences fount on self-,cpncept) and on all fdur achievement variables. =Within-

group attitude differentes (based on teacher- determined ability levels) were

also signifgant on all attitude variables except motivation. The results
,

of-the disciiminant analysi's to determine the relationship between attitude
.

and ability grouping "suggest that a'combination of pupils' attitudes .toward

the 'teacher, mathematics self-concept, and enjoyment of mathematics are coi--

relatee of pupils' assigned ability leverin mathematics." The authors stay

that the correlation, matrix "highlights the relatiodship between mathematics ,

self- concept and. anxiety toward mathematis (r = .40)* and also between math -.

ematics self=concept and achievement in mathematics (r = - .30) *. As self-

'concept decreases, anxiety 'increaaes(r = 7.44)." Finally, as a result of

the canonical correlation anAlysii used to compare attitude and achievement

scores, the authors state that "measures of mathematics self-conCept, anxiety,'

and enjoyment are correlates of math achievement " (with canonical cOrrelaticiifs

,of r = .44 in the first discriminant function and r =..18 in the seconddis-

criminant functiod). .

s-

5.

. .

-Interpretations , 1)

The authorS craim that the "general overlapping trend" of'mean7 self-

.concept and anxiety scores across ability,groups may be a resultof, "the

'learning context." that is, being a.low student in a high group "may raise

anxiety, undermine self-concept, and thus affect achievement.% The authoks ..

,?. Y
suggest that this is.a reason for students "trying to tair'in order to be

.
. ., t

placed in(e lower group. '
,

.

a

.

- The authors further suggest that mathematics teachers should attend eo

"self-concept enhancement" and "anxiety reduction," that aetiiities "per-
,

ceived as more enjoyable might reduce anxiety," and that selftconcept improve-
.

. .

ment may aid anxiety. reduction. Based,on their findings, the also atvOcate

that.epecial attention 1e devoted to students ig middle-level classes, ,par-
'

-....,.. .
.

,.

ticUlary to the "low-ranked" students in those classes. Finally, the authors

r. '''

*Thkre is a discrepancy betwgeu-tIrekext and'h matrix tble. See

abstractor's no 0 A

rh
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claim that pupil attitudes.toward the teacher may be very important in

forming pupil attitudes toward mathematics.

.
. Abgiractor's Comme4s ,.

This study is related to the matrix of other studieswhich attempt to

relate, attitude and achievement.. In tams of the conceptual contributions '

of.thfs'particular study, the authors came up wit a 'number of statistically

,signi can; conclusions; however, the practical s gnificance of these conclu-

sions m t be questioned. A general difficUlty lies in their synonymous

usa 'achievement" and "abili4,,'r which is reflected in the above,descrip-.,

t n of their study. 'A second probleth comes in implications which may be.

drawn from a correlational analysis. The correlations are, in some Cases,

,trivial and, in all cases, not sufficient to imPly.causal relationships.

For instance`, there is certainly an important. relationship between self-

concept and achievement; but suggesting that teachers "attend to self- concept

enhancement" is a little misleading. An example_gf a more specific concep-

tual difficulty is the'attempt to explain students'who :'try to fail" in a°few

sentences. Certainlyf more discussion 'is necessary to provide the basis for

such claims. Finally, given the background research on attitudes and achieve-

ment in mathematics mentioned inwhe iq.troduction, the'vhors do little to

compareand contrast their results with the results of other'reseawh.

Me thodologically, the authors might claim'that,the additional informa- .'
. ,

. .

tion they have-provi ed'in regard to the use of the:MAI is valuable. But,

.

I .

this immediately brings up questions ofiVilldity and reliability. The authors
. . -,

___--

cho4e kAI because of the recommendation given MA en andbecause of

'
_7.0 4

MAI's multidimensional nature.

information r

have been helpful to have had more
1

0

g the validity and reliability Of the instrument. In ad-
.',

on, the use of the preyious year's CTBS, scores'needs to-be explained fur-

ther,. expecially since the authors state that "the unit of nalyst's was abil-

ity levels as they.currentry.existed."

A numbgr of queAiong must be raised

the generalizability of results depends-on

AlthOugh the sample represented "a mixture

must ask how representati.:4 the

about the research design. irst,

approp riate aampling procedur

of socioeconomic backgrounds'," we

chosen suburban community is of Other types

of communities and how it was selected. In additinn, We are not told _

fit
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specifically whether all seventh graders from all junior high schools in the

community were cikosen/Por whether sampling w.;g'Involvel, within the population ,

of seventh graders in the.community.
9

,There areother'reAearch design issues:' Students were told to think 4

"only,.of' their present mathematics class" on the MAI; more discussion about

thp rationale,and feasA,bility of this would have been helpful. On thp ves564

tionnaires, the teachers recorded the ability level of each class as a Whole.

Are'there any possible problems in assuming these ratings would always be

the same as the genetal "district" determinations? Within-class,gcoupingt

were based on the ratings by thp teachers of thq& three highest and three

lowest achieving students. What criteria'diB different 'teachers ussiAo mike
0

thisdecision? The between-group decision were based on relatively large
4i

*,

gro6p N's; the within-group decisions wete,based on N's for the low achieve-4 ,.

.

ment levels which were much smaller than the middle achievement level N'..4

What effect did these group sizes have on the results? Finally, wf mu§E, ask. 1

how cfitical values for the significance tests we chosen, whether4decision$,

were made before the tests were done, and exactly what the signiiican'ce'tegt4

were.

Many of he research design problems may actually hwie beed problems of

the quality of. the written report. 'Much more discussion, especially of the °,

teihniqiies of statistical analysis, would have been very helpful. In addl-

tiOn?referrfhg specifically td the correlation matrix table, twdo issues

exist.
-

First; theenjOyment.4 mathematic; scale of the MAI gorre19,tes sig-

nificantly (p < .01) with all the ether MAI scales: something'This may say someing
-

about the MAI generally, or it may lead to other discussion. Yet thi,s,tid'nnt

mentioned, in' the text. Second (as Was mentioned in the findings.,,'Section),'

there is either a misprint or the authors misinterpreted their table: The

correlation of .40 mentioned in the text does not refer to the Telationshicp

4

between self-concept and anxiety as the,authors state, but to the relation- J_
.

ti ship ,between self-concept and'the eOtai achievement score.on the CTBS. Sim-

iiarly,-.20correlation refers to anxiety andtotal achievement, norNto
o

self7concept,and%chievement as the author,s.state i fit; text.

edit1 Some final comments must be made Anita the Fur state of research.in

this area and about future'research. It *maid seem,5hat the first major goal

of this r(search would tie to establish some sense of conceptual clarity.

4P

'111.1 `,..; t't 0

4

er

.22
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k

. ''

The discus kion of attitudeseand their relationship. to achievement is certainly

imp,
44. 1.

ortant. tutT/hat aspects of Ehis discussion reqvire philosophical:clari- .:

ficaiion Lthertilan clarification through research? What aspects of this .:'

discussion can be translated into important, non-trivial research quaticns?
. .

This, it seems, is the first Majoritask of researchel-s working in this area.

sIn terms of the research efforts themselves, more work is certIllinly nec-

essary to develop valid anI reliable instruments and techniques of Measurement.
NO.

Ethnographic case studies, Structured individual interviews, and the "methode

clinique" may help to teformulate this area of research and direct it into
2 e

. more ,fruitful avenues of further research.
0

a

ett

J.
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Cohen, Martin P. and Walsh, Sister Margaret. THE EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUALIZED
_INSTRUCTION ON LEARNING AND RETENTION OF A GEOMETRY UNIT IN JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL. International Journal of Mathematical Education inScience and
Technology 11: 41-44; January-March A980.

Abstract and &laments prepared for I.M.E. by F. JOE CRO$SWHITE,
The Ohio State University..

1. Purpose N,,_

The purpose of this study vas to test t* relative effectivenesss of

two modes of'instiuction -- individualized and traditional -- for p1omoting

learning and retention,a<selectedeometrical Concepts.

%
2. Rationale

Reviews of zesearch on individualized instruction reveal conflicting

results., These may have evolved, in part, from theuse.of nonequi?alent

control group designs within which experimental variables were inadequately

controlled. flso, thequ4stion bf retention has not been adequately .-
-

. 4
consideied.,

3. ResearchDesign and 'Procedures

One hundred nineteen students.from three seventh- and two eighth-grade

classes homogeneously trouped by ability were randomly assigned by ability

to either the individvlized or,raditional treatment. The individualized

group employed a series of 20 SRA Computapg lessons supikemented by work-
0

sheets designed specifically for reinforcement and practice Of basic concepts

and tills in geometry. The individualized treatment emphasized small-group."
.1?

work as well as independent Work and self-evaluaElon. The traditional group

lessons were primarily expository aqdconsisted of oral and written drill and

'required assignments from the textbook. The experimede consisted of five
,v

45-minute periods per week for approgimately six weeks. One teacher handled

the individualized group and another the traditional group. An achievement

test was adMinisteredimm6diately following instruction and a retention test

threes -Weeks later with no intervening instruction in geometry.

4. Findings

The' study found no significant differences due to mode of-instruction -'
. .

-and nd interaction between ability and mode of instruction for either the

24
r
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achievapent or retention measures.

5. Interpretations

Q. The authors identify the use of two teachers a'priVate schoalopu-,

Lefton, and student absenteeism as factors that may have limited or altered

'tome of their con lusions. However, they feel the and procedures

yw
(e.g., randomiz equivalent contrca group, six-week durati6m) and research

strategies (e.g., incorporating the variables of ability, the retention

. measure) they employed represent fertile leads for future research -- and

they suggest that other studies "may yet-demonStrate more'cle4rly the effeC-

\ tiveness instruction."

, .

Abstractor's Nqtes

Tile-Authors appropriately identify the use of two different teachers --

one fcit the individualized group.and-one for the traditional group -- ag'a

t:

limiting factor in their study. Indeed it-0! In the absence of significant

differences, it might be easy to.overlook this severely limiting factor in

the research. ,Clearly differences in the teacher variable might have been

offered as an alternative explanation for any significant differences that
-1 .

might have been found.' It is surprising that those who try to be careful in

other ways would not make Some effort to control for the teacher variable.

In the absence of such control, any conclusionPtwe suspect.
,k4

UN. 25
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Davis, Robert. and McKnight, Curtis. THE INFLUENCE OF SEMANTIC CONTENT ON
ALOORITHMIC BEHAVIOR. Journal of Mathematical Behavior 3: 39-89; Aututhn

1080.
.i

I

'Ahstract and!comments prepared for I4E. by THOMAS O'SHEA,.r .

8Imon Fras ',Univergity4 kitish Columbia.

-

.;
1

2.- Rationale" '4
0

. ' .

ri Y
l'irst, there s evidence that many elementar' school. studifhts ,do not

understand the arithmetit they ari studytng. For 'Rample, one study-cited. .

... .. 0

dealt with the inability of fefth,graders:to shade squares od,graph paper to

:I sugiesr the multiplication problem'4 x 5. Second, there is a lack-of agree-v

imen t on what it means to "understand", What, one is doing. To 'illustrate, the
.

. . .

correct application of the algorithm "invert and multiply" applied to the
. .

problem 1/3.t 1/2 does not demonstrate an ability'tq relate correctly the

Purpose

"The central goal was to clarify the,notion of 'Inperstanding" (p., 39).

This goal was pursued through the examination of students' thought processes

in solving a singie.arithmetic task, that s, the subtraction problem
7,002

0 25

1.

real situation ane mathematical representations Of real sltuations.

Tne autha-s beliee that:

Students need to learn to deal with Amthematics in

both of the two basic modes:

1. as a meaningless set or sygibols that are manipulated

according to explicit rules;

.2. as:meaniri.gful symbols, where the translation between

real-world problems and the abstrtict mathemaV.cal

repiesentation'of these problems is an.htential, if A

part of the task. (p.- 42) ,
.

3. Research Design and Procedures

During the school year 1979-80, third- and fourth-grade students in

three schools were individuaily interviewed, the fOcus of,each interview'
lOat 7,002

being the child's attack on the subtraction problem . Interviews

ware audiotaped and each student's written work was preserved. Previously,

g

'Th6
,..
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the researchers had found that the error which regularly recuxred in this

problem was:,'

51%),,Obi2
.

5,087

That is, students ignored the "middle zeroes" in the minuend when using 6he

standard "borrowing" algorithm.

.isThe authors suggest that there are at least five areas of relevant know-
,

ledge which should alert students to the likely presence of an error:

1. Approximate size: an answer of 5,087, is incorrect because'7002

less 25 should,still be close to 7000. ,

e . .

2% Making change: if the numbers were interpreted as dollars it would

jot be fair to exchange a, one-thousand
,

dollar byllOr ten one--

dol4r bills. %

o
.

4 3. Dienes's MAliblocksy if children have used MAB blocks they should

,be aware ofwhat tradds necessarily-must occur.

4.. Easier number,heuristic:` if-the child can solve a simpler subtrac-

tion problem such as 702 - 5, the solution to 7002 -:125 should follow.

5. Mental arithmeffet procgiures apprt from the. usual pencil-and-paper

algotithemay be used. for example, if. the child.is aware that

_7000 - 25 is 6975 then, in the case where we have 2 more, the child

'should realize that 7002 - = 6977.

Tor each childtintervieWed ie was estgished that:

22,

1. thet,student could subtract- correctly using thestandag, algorithm,

proVidel thee were no zeroes in the minuend, and

2. the student lie.the "skipping over zeroes" error in.ehe problem

under investigation. , ._

3 ,!..

Systematic exploration of the five relevant areas
-

of kdowledge was car..
... t

.

ried out using the following procedure: .

1. Could the student deal with'similar problems with smaller numbers,

for eXaMhle, 702 - 25?, If so, did the student wish to charige'the

4
1

anstier.to the original' prOblem?
. , ... f,

2'22 The student was presented withjaiwriptenrlist of multiples of .1000,
,--.-..

v'

, t
. ...from 1000 to 10,000, nd was asked which would be nearest to 7002 - 25.

After consideration of size,, the' student was again given the option

of changing the-originill.answer.

.-

o
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3. The interviewer asked the student to solve She problem mentally, and

tried to lead the student through a sequence of problems, such as

99-- 3 = ?, 99 - 4 = ?,100 - 4 = ?, etc. If the student obtained

the correct answer to the 'roblem in this way, he or ghd was asked

which answer was correct, the writtentone or the one obtained by
4

.

mental arithmetic. 4 '
4. Did the student understand money, particularly the exchange of one

one-hundred dollar bill foten tens? The student was asked the rel-
.

evance of this to the problem and whether he or she wished to work

further on the given problem.

5. Was. the student familiar. with Dienes's MAt blocks? If so, the stu-

dent was asked to represent 7002 - 25 using the bloCks. Then the

student was invited to revise the original solution if desired'.

4. Findings

No student could use approximate size as anindicator that something

had'igone wrong, even after suggestions from the interviewer. None could see
Alg%

,the relevance of "making change as a'guide.to judging the correctness of

the algorithm. Children showed considerable familiarity with MAB.blocks1

but did not apply this knowledge to recognize the subtraction error. No stu-

dent could apply the easier number heurisitic. When asked to try the-0-613-
o

lem,in their head, all students initially envisaged the problem..using the

same standard algorithm they would ordinarily Zrkte.* Children who'Correctiy

determined the answer mentally were asked to choose whicfi answer wgt correct

--the;written one or the mental one. Nearly all chose he written (incorrect)
%

one. ,

Overall, no student interviewed drew on any ofi e relevant keledge,

or, as the authors put it, this "semantic kno o correct the subtrac-
_

'

.z-tl.;6ii jalgothm.

Over half of the article is devoted to one specific interview with

Mai'cia, a fourth-grade student who had been given remedial instruction by

. her teacher.to overcome this specific, problem. At points in the transcript

the authors interject interpretations of the child's thinking patterns as she

struggles with each of the five areas of relevant knowledge.

28



5. Interpretations'

.6

4 24

9' The authors point out that Marcia was quick and accurate in arithmetic

*facts, that she had h'Ad experience with MAB blocks, and that,in general,

,.her use of standard algorithms was acCurate,and fellable. They consider her

typical of the fourth-grade students in her school, and maintain, that her

error of "skipping over'intermediate zeroes" is entirely typical of fourth

graders. On this partiCular task, there is no effect of semantic k1owledge

qa algorithmic behavior,:
P

The authors suggest that remediation tor this specific problem requires

that the algo thm be drawn out of manipulation, of the MAB'blocks. The atii4`.

4
°dent cart then9 be shownexactly where and why her alghiihrt Fi-

,
nally, the Authors would instruct her specifically in using relevant know-

ledge to guide her'work with algorithms. .

The authoraiklggest that Movements suctives:';back'to basics" and compui-gP"

assisted instruction in the formlpf "drill and practice may ultimately prove

harmful;

They,,. eek to tmlfrove student performance by

tion--but the simplification they seek may leave large
"

numbers of Students with impoverished cognitive resources

that will handicap themin the long run. (p. 18, italics

s.
Abstractor's Comments

I'approached the.tesk of abstracting this article with feelings of trep-

idation on two accopnts. The 'first was the length of the article--fifty

pages. Happily, the.ciarity of the authors' writing style ant the lack of
460

jargon alleviated this problem considerably. I was quickly drawn to the es-

sence.ot the prablem.alad followed the interview with Marcia with a great
t '^

deal of interest. It is a pleasure to read a teseurch article without having
"1".10'

n.

to analyze each sentence to determine what exactly the author is trying to

say. :
The second doubt' stemmed from the.J.Apt,that over half the article con-,

4
sistasf.a transcript of an extensilie interview with one of did. students,i-

In such a case, one is immediately at,arilsadyantage in critiquing the design
414k

.
4,-

of the study. What is there to critiqUiy In this particillarAse, my main

14.
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cgncern is that, although the authors took pai1 ns to point out that they could
(

not generalize to other schools, they do intimate their findings apply to_p
o

much broader populatfon. They state: '.We have, however, worked.with a few
, c

children from three other schools, representing a total of three different

' school systems, and see, only unimportant variscionso4n the key phenomenon

gwe wish to report" (p. 75). Since the authors'use their findin s to reach a

rather serious indictment of the entire pedagogical program, the numbers in-

terviewed in Marcia's school and in the 'Others would help- one to judge how

poerful nheir inductive argument might be.

The ffedings are disturbing. Child?en of this age working on this par-
.

tiotlar problem cannot bring knowledge outside of th6 stantiard algorithm to

beSr when, in a sense, the algorithm is pushed to its limit, or perhaps more
.0

accurately, 'when the student is Pushed to the limit in applying the algorithm.
°

But, before we despair, more investigation needs to be done. For example,

the authors point out that the idea of approximate size of numbers may not

be useful to children this age since they may not have enough experience

with the size of large numbers to be able to apply the knowledge appropri-

ately. Thee the question'at1ses: would older students be ablesto make ef-

fective use 'of this type of "semantic knowledge"? Is there a developmental

aspect which wou15,alleviate the problem through the passage of time? A

- similar study cutting across the intermediate trades would indicate whether

.and to what degree the phenomenon persists.

Immediately following the article
,

is an editorial nolt containing im-

plications based on this article and two other reports. The suggestion is

made that "scorrect answers written on paper cannot be taken as conclusive

evidence of learning" (p.,88). Reactions to such a statement will differ ac-

cording to the role of the reader in the educationaLsystem. Mathematics ed,
0

ucators may react by concurring, and arguing that in the best of all possible

worlds students should be able to carry out calculatiOns Wickly and accu-

rately, and understand exactly what they are doing at each step. School
. .

classroom personnel, on the other, hand, may be dismayed to find that, even

though their seudelts have all the external trappings'of knowledge, they are

being, asked for much more from their students and fro& themselves.
dr
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.1,111;belink, Wilflam H. and Witzenberg, Harvey G. A COMPARISON OF TWO METHODS

FOR TEACHING YOUNGER CHILDREN TO TELL'TIME. School Science and Mathematics

81: 429-435; May=3une 1981 .3

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by GAIL.SPITLER,

University of British Columbia.

1. Purpose'

Twp instructional strategies for teaching youngsters to read a circular

clock facewere Compared. The two instructional strategies being compared

are

referred to as Methods A and B. Method A "followed the traditional

sequence: telling time on the hour, On the half hour, on the quarter hour,

on .the five minute readings and finally'on any reading" (p. 429). Method.B

followed the sequence: on or after the hour using only the hour hand, read-

ing any minute where a rim with each minute marked circumscribed the regular

clock face, reading any minute where a rim with each five-minute interval'

parked circumscribqd the clock face, and, linally, reading any'time with no

minute marks'numbered.
.

2. Rationale
k. )

Reading a clock face is *an important skill which is often ignored in

the present curriculud. Despite the fact that most peop\le.do learn to

. read a clock at. one time or another, the problem for mathematics educators

is to find the strategy by which this skill is acquired efficiently. As

the circular clock will continue to exist along side digital .clock faces,
,

the reading of the circular face remains ad important skill. Further, it is

argued that the "Time-distance feature built into the regular clock is

psychologically significant and may explain why many adults prefer it over

a digital time piece" (p. 431).

. 3. Research Design and Procedures !.

After completing three pilot studies, the main study was undertaken.

Six4rade two classrooms from similar middle-class areas were Used in the c

,

main comparison. One class in the first school was assigned Method A and

7--
.the other two classes, Mathod B; the opposite assignment was used in the

otbii school. The instruction occurred oter,eight days, about half an

EoUr a day. A pretest,was administered.the day previous to-the commencetant---

- 0,
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of the instruction and a posttest the ddy after the instruction terminated.

"Both tests contained 28 items requiring children to record the time shown

by. a7,c1ock, 14 items with"minute reading a multiple of fiye and 14 items

with minute reading not a multiple of five" (p. 432).

Data from two other groups were also collected. One group was composed

of two grade two classrooms in which 2 to 4 instructional periods followed

the instructional sequence of aeextbook. The fourth group was a second-

grade class of learning disabled students where the instructional sequence

folloWed was Method B.

TQ control
1
the "teacher variable", very detailed lesson plans, scripts,

and equivalent story lines, which were used to.motilte the unit, were

developed.
A

4. Findings

ANCOVA using the pretest scores to adjbst he posttest stores revealed

Ott Group B (Method B) outperformed Group A (Method A) (p < .06). Further

analysis of the data revealed that the difference between the two groups was

specifically due to differences on items for which the reading was not a

multiple of five (p < .01). "Boys did better than girls for both methOde,

with p < .01 for the posttest for_Method B"'(p. 433)% No differences were

.
found among high, middle, and low mathematical ability groups.

5. Interpretations
-

Based upon the results of the.three pilot studies and theresults

reported here, the authfts-Qconclude that Method BoAduld lie instructionaltie.

strategy employed:for teactOireChildren toi.e4the circular clock face until

a more effective strategy can be found. Specifically; the recommended

sequence is a slightly altered version of Method B so as to incl telling

time on the half hour and quarter hour -

- 'Abstractor's Comments

The authors are to be commended for-studying an area of the curriculum

which is too often ignored. While the telling of time seems,to_be signifi-

ant to both parents and teachers,,it has largelybeen ignored b' researchers.

The. article outlines an interesting and creative approach to the problem:

In addition, the aft/die may serve as food for thought for others who wish

1
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to study this area. Certainly the "traditional" approach toitheieaching

of clock reading is fraught -with logical inconsistencies. For example,

the traditional instructional sequence begins with the hour as the basic

unit of measure and then deals with fractions of that unit. often before

children have the appropriate fraction concepts. We .lso include "before"

and "after the hbur" at the same timeoetflus asking youngseert to, read back-
.

wards on a dial which never operates with a backward motion. Next, the

"traditional" approach may examine reading the minutes which are multiples
....-

of five. At-this stage we have changed the basic unitiof measure from the

hour to the minute, butwe do not deal with the minute Rer se, only-with

sets of five minutes. Finally, the sequence concludes'with reading any

minute, which was surely one of our main objectives in-thd first place. .>

Entirely left out of the "traditional" sequence are all of the other "befor1

the hour" readings; for example, 8:53 is 7 Minutes before 9. Clearly, a

more consistent approach can and should be developed.- Nibbelink and Witzen-

berg may have developed such an approach, but they have not presented-a

convincing argument for the superiority of Method B over the traditional

method.

In attempting to convince the reader of the efficacy of Method 8,, the-

, authors have employed a standardexpetpental paradigm. However, as an

experimental study this work has overwhelming shortcomings. Generally, it

is unfortunate that much curriculum development activity cannot find its

way to publication unless it is framed as an experimental study, a form

which seems particularly inappropriate for feportingihe insights gained as

one carefully and thoughtfully develops instructional materials, strategies,
.

64,

and sequencep. . .
C,

a
-

.

As an experimental'stuly, the major weakness lies in the fact thpe the
, . ,,,,

posttest which is the measure of the effectiveness of the treatments is not

a fair measure of the two treatments. Recall that the posttest
.,
contained

o 0 -o

14 items requiring the children to clock.set at a minute which was ,

not a muitip4O1Iite dria 14 items he minute was a multiple of
0

thesefive., The rationale for two-'se not supplied in the

Article. Surely; if one can_read any min , then one can read minutes
;

___-
.. - ,.-

which are-tulartles of flye,--401idhas substantiated-1:W the data in that both

trowps,averaged about 12 on the 14 itemerelated to reialfig a dal-tiire o

fide: Als4 recall that the significant differenceon the posttest resulted

_-...-.
.
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A

from the fact that Group B children were better able to read.minutes

which were not multiples of five.

...The unstated model of efficiency used by.the authoira

Efficiency = content taught or learned
time for instruction

which requires that one experimentally-control the equivalence of eitIlei the

numerator or denominator of this ratio, In this particular study, neither

can he considered to be equivalent.

_.1 4r-
_

Method A

telling time:

1) On the hour

2)iOn the half hOur

3)0n the quarter hour
o

0. On the five-minute
. reading

method:

taug

5) On any reading

assume that the instructional time was controlled, then the, content
2,....

t is not equivalent in that the students were not, tested on their

Consider the.content

o,

taught in each

Method B

T611.ing,time:

1) On the hour orafter the hour

2) On any reading with each minute
marked

3)'On any reading with only
five-minute marks

4) On any reading. with no
minute mar16

abil ty to tell time on the half or quarter houropics which were part of
*we

Met od A. -Alternatively, if we assume that the content taught (and tested)

was controlled, then the instructional times devoted to,the content. of.the

of the posttest are not equivalent. iks the authors admit, "Method A devoted
-.

relatively more time to minute readinge,whith were multiples of Aive, while- -

Method B Teyoted relatively more

multiples of five" (p. 433).

had significantly pore

posttest, a difference which is further heightened since skill of reading,

time to any minute subsumesztiraall of reading multiples of five, while

the converse is not true. SinCe the authors havechosen to use the ratio

time to minute readings which were not

It can be argued that the students in Group B

instructionil4time devoted to the content of the

referred to above as their mdtlei for efficiency, and since neither the

numerator or denominator can Be considered equivalent, they cannot claim

effic Method-

3
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`Abstract and conants prepared for I.M.E. by DONALD J. DESSART,

The University of,Tennessee, Knoxville.
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Peck, Donald M. and Jencks, Stanley M. CONCEPTUAL ISSUES IN THE TEACHING

AID, LEARNING OF FRACTIONS. Journal ft)r Research in Mathematics Education

1. Fuipose

Hundreds of children in grades 6, i, and 9 were interviewed for the
° .$ A

purpose of determining-the extent of.their concePtupl understandings of

fractions. A sample of 20 of Obese students was. se3.ected, at random from

60 students of a typical sixth grade:, The records of.,.the,interitlews of these

. 204tudents were summarized and reported in this article.

2. Rationale e

Clinical st ies in which researchers emphasize'the qualitative aspects

of t e observati s of children working mathematically over the' statistical

aspe is has gai d popularity in recent years. Such studies are extremely
.

time-consumin but often provide insights that might be investigated at a

later time a on a Wider scale using a pore complex statistical
e
design.

esearch Design and Procedures

The 45-minute interviews of the children which were videotaped conslIed

of two parts. During the first part, which lasted about 20 to 25 minute4,

the chIldrn worked with physical materials for the purpose of acclimating

them to th n rview procels. This activity consisted of multiplication

exercises th Whole number uging graph paper and paper strips. One of the .

,
paper strips represented a multiplier, the second Strip represented the other

multiplier,'and the area thus included represented the product. Of-the20

children interviewed, 19 of them were able to determine products using'this

procedure.

This initial activity was followed by a discussion of fractions in which

each.child Was requeated "to show what4simple fractions, such as 1/3, 1/4, of

;/5 would look -like" (p. 339). Following their responses to tills-question,

the children were asked to comparerfractions, to add fractions,.andto explain

the rationale for their actions. On some occasions, questions-were-arm
.

asked about other Operation; with fractions.

'64 5
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' 4, of an object into a number of partscorresponding to the denominator of, the

e. .

..

.
.4tIraction, but.few6e than half realized that the part's sbduld be of equal s147-

.
-,* ....

b. lost students ased pies or'circles as the object 1O be: subdivided.`
"

. ,
.

c. .Many\children did not relate operations with fractions to the ',
...

* %.
, manipulation of physical materials in th ei r environment. ° m'.-

.
d.° Many children gaye correct examples of'specific fractions, but could

4. Findings

31

Each child was asked to draw sietcheeof thelfraFtion 1/2,.1/1 and 1/4.
° . -

Of the 20 children, 'Wile Grew appropriate pictures (usually circles of pies)

and 11 were unable to draw corte.:!t sketches. Of.th se 11, all understOOd...,

that the sketch involvedshowing,,thle an object ahOU d be subdivided'inL
4

a number of pieces corresponding to the denominator of the aactidn, but
N".1 ';--

they didn't indicate that the pieces should be of the-same size
11 \

Of these 11 students, only two were ableto compare fractions using a

rule. However,. these two were unable to relate the results of there to

sketches. Of the same f1 students, four were able to use.correjtly the common

denominator method of adding fractions, but t"QPCould Clot rationalize the

method. The remaining seven students misapplied rules for addition of'frac-
.

° tions in a variety of ways (e.g., 2/5 + 1/3 3/8).

bf the ninentudents who drew appropriate
- .

were unable to compare fractions and were also

fractions to help in the adOitionlof fractions.

of the type,-2/3+ r/4 = 3/7.

sketches of fractions, four
r"

.

unable to use sketches of

The most commO4 errbr was

Of the nine students who drew appropriate sketches of fraaiiontl five
. .

students were able to compare fractions correctly by both sketches and rules.
. .

,-.

Of these five students, two Vere able to-nddofractions using bosh rules and
. i

sketches and three were able to add,.fractions using the cOmmon denominator',.

rule, but wi'eunable to justify the rule with sketches.

.
.

terpretations . , .

. . .......-. 4.

The researchers emphasized the following conclusions of their study:
° .

a. Nearly all,of the children related a fraction to the subdivision
..

not generaliz, tfiemeaning of fractions; e:g., they could sketch 212 or 3/4,
.-

but not 3/5. .

e. Many children who did not understand a teneralized concept of
.

. fraction were-untale to ofteate with-fractions,-k.e.i perforPm comparisons_ and
o

addition of fractions. `,

-36
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f. Almost all students were rule-oriented; that is, they searched

for rules to apply in operating with fractions, but they seldom were able to

justify the use of these riles using physical materials.

0' Abstractor's Comments

Clinical studied often' uncover facets of children's knowledge that can

seldom be,obtained in other ways; and thus the pursuit of such studies should ,

be encouraged. This particular ,study involved hundreds of videotaped inter-

views. It'seems older that a shirt journal article can hardly do justice to

hours of observations by the researchers. Nevertheless, based upon the

report, a number of questions seem to arise. Perhaps,°thest questions were

dealt with,more adequately in the more complete report.
aft

First, there is the problem of the adequacy Of the questions to elicit

from the students'thelr actual knowledge. For example, if a student

'asked "... to show what simple fractions... loOk (p. 319), he or she .

might be very perplexed as to what is an adequate response. Should one respond

with a picture, a fractional numeral, an operation, or what?

-Furthermore, we should be critical -of children's over-reliance upon

rule-oriented behavior. But, oh the other hand,-if abstract questions are

posed, then abstract responses seem appropriate. One might wonder what the
-

responses of.:,the children 4buld have been had they been presented a concrete

situation calling`-for the use of fractions. For example, if an actual pie

were breught.intO the interview room /with five. children present7and one of the

studentswas-asked to cut the pie so that eachweeild received the same amount

. of pie, and-might` wonder if the responses of the children would have been

different. Following the cutting of the pie,, one might ask, "What fraction
. ,

Of t11,40piedid Jane receive? What part did Dan and Jane together receive?"

Furthermore, if 'one pie were given to Dan, Jane, and Bill and another to John

,,;.1nd Sue, would Dan or Would Sueoreceiveliie larger ppce?

The relationships of the responses of the children during the interviews

to their responses on written achievement tests might be revealing. Even

graduate students complain of "stage fright" during oral examinations that

doesntt seem to be present during written examinations. The interview process

can be threatening in spite of the conscientious efforts 6f-interViewers to

relax- their subjectS).

tt
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//
The authors' conclusion that children should bp exposed to more instruc-

tion involving physical materials is a sound one whether or not it is justified

by this study. The dbe of Cuisenaire rods, pattern blocks, base ten ilocks,

the. classroom clock, money, and other materials of the children's environment

are essential to effective instruation on fractions. Unfortunately, their

use is probably neglected in many classroom learning situations.

}

)

6
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Pennington, Bruce F.; Wallach, Lise; and Wallach, Michael A. NONC6NSERVER'

USE AND UNDERSTANDING OF NUMBER AND ARITHMETIC. ,,Genetic PsychologyMonographs

101: 231-243; May ,1980:

Abstract preparedtfor I.M.E. by JOE DAN AUSTIN,

Rice University.
Comments prepared for I.M.E. by JOE DAN AUSTIN and by .SIGRID WAGNER,

T6g University of Georgia.

:
1. Purpose .

.

The study "attempts to assess-the-IiPlications ofkonconservation [of

number] force child's use and understanding of number and arithmetic" (p. 235).

.
*.. .

2, Rationale -: ; -

.

' Perhaps one of the.mAt widely held belie& about a child's undIrstanding

. of number seems to be that when a child fails on Piagetian conservation of

'number tasks, the child Cannot meaningfully understand counting and arithmetic.

Thus, it seems logical and is often argued that instruction in arithmetic

should be delayed til the child has mastered conservation of number.
- -)

`+, Several research s es have tendedcpcuptiort the ben/0.n the central role

of conservation of number for understanding arithmetic. These studies tend.

to show that while nonconservers may demonstrate some paper- d-pencil

:
proficiency in arithmetic, they usually have a very limited ability to

understand'or apply the knowledge to physical situations. However, some"

research suggests that cotrvers and nonconservers seem to profit eqUally

from arithmetic instruction den when the child's ability to apply arithmetice

A
kpowledge to physical situations is considered. Thus, there is a need to

study in more detail how fundamentalrconservation of number is to a child's

understanding of number and arithmetic.

,3. Research Design and Procedures

.4

a.*

The sample for this study co isted of 130 third graders from relativelY

disadvantaged areas., The students were mainly, black and from lower income

families. ,The students were from two schools, one 'rural ai41 one city.

To dnsure that all students understood` the diatiorial terms"Used in the

conservation tasks, an initial screeging task was given. Students simultane-

ously placed one bead in one jar and one bead 4n a second far. Studefits were

+included in the sample only if they khew there-were the same numbers of, beads

39
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--ers-st

in each'jarevAthough the beads in the jars could not be seen, could

justify-that the numbers of beads were the same, all!' could make a specified

jar have more beads than the other- jelk

To determine which children could consrve number, two parallel rows,

each with 13 beads, were placed in front of child, with the beads .in the

rows lined up opposite,to show one-to-one correspoddence. After agreeing

that the two_roys had the same number of beads, the child watched as the

experimenter lengthened-one row by spreading out the beads. The child was
1 . .

asked if there was now the same number of beads in each row. If the child
_

said there was still tl* same number in each row and could justify this answer, -

the child was classified as a conserver. If unable to do this task, the child
4

was retested another day. If the child failed the task the second.time, he

or she was classified as a nonconserver. if the child passed,chetask the

second time it was administered, oke or she Was tlassi4ied as an equivocal

nonconserver.

The nonconservers were given additional conservation and counting tasks.

, Some conservation tasks attempted to minimize the visual conflicts; e.g.,

using one row of beads or moving the beads but keeping the length of the

row the same. Both conservers and nonconservers were given a 30-item paper -

and- pencil test on addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Each child In

the two groups was given problems with physical objects, usi g problems
V

correctly solved on the paper-and-pencil test, the studen . These problems

attempted to assess whether the 8hild understoo addit n nd subtraction in

physical situations. The equivocal"nonconservers, were given no tests other

thin the Screening task and the Conservation of Number task.

4. Findings .

,
.

Seven of the,original 130 students failed the Screening task and were

deleted. From the Conservation of Number task, there were 45 nonconservers,

12 equivocarnonconservers, and 66 conservers, ..
.0

When only que row of 13 beats was used and then lengthened, 19 of the

45 nonconservers failed to know that the row still Iad4h4the same number of

beads. When beads in the rowrow were moved but the length waslnot changed,

the number of failures was reduced to 16kWhen the experimenter did the same
. - 5

experiment but used "counted numbef" instead of "same number:, only 3 children

failed to conserve.
/
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In the Static Cpun;ed Row task, children were to count two fixed roW4'

of circles and answer whether the rows bad the,same number pf circles.
.

tergths of thetwo rows were equal only when the rows had an unequal number

of circles. Eleven of the 45 nonc9nservers answered in ways that contradict4d

their counting. However, of the 11 most made only one such error.

' On the paper7and-pencil computation test, the Imniconservers had itgnifi-

cantly fewer correct answers (i = 20.6) than did the conservers (X = 22.9)

at the 0.01 levef. However, the difference in the two averages was less than

the differences between the Fitt - = 23.5) and rural (X = 20.6) children.

Impressionistic data indicated no differences between the conservers and non-
,

conservers in their use of finger counting and other tally systems and in use

of carrying and Ivrrdwing, "Conservers and nonconservers hence aid not
0 .

differ.qualitatively eitgerlk their ability to bse more abstract computational

.procedures or in.0)eir need to rely on concrete tallies" (p, 240).

To measure 'whethen a 'Child understood addition and subtraction problems

that werecorrectly4g1vgdonthe pehcil-and-paper test, two addition and two

subtraction tasks were given. The results were as follows:,,
...,..

zs . . . -

Addition Subtraction

. Pass Pass Pass. Pass )Pass 'Pass
Group _^ 'both Oh: ne4her both one neither

Nonconservers (W-= 45), 33 .7 5 . .35 4 6

Conservers (N = 66) 60L- 4" 2 . 57 7 2® - ,

i" 1, . '...,44 _
.

_ ,

The "vast majority of noncondervers
.
performed very well" (p. 240) on the addition

and subtraction tasks. Significant differences favored the conservers on the

addition.tasks (7.
2
= 4.86p < .01.). No significant differences were found on

......,

the subtraction tasks (j2 ='..95, .301e!g < .50).4. - . ''

I '.._

... ..

5. Interpretasions .

tir!

,The results of this study indicate that,nonconservers do have sjiiid problems'

with number and arithmetic, especially,whgn conflicting clues are present.

Howev4, "they_ can still have avery serviceable understanding of number and

arithmdac. Ull conservatIon,of number Cr recognition of invariance is

thus, not a fundamentalpornerstpne for mathematical development. Its impdr-
.

tanpe would seem to have been considerably exaggerated over the lise.two

decatieb.'(p. 241). .

Tr.
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0, Abstractor's Comments (1)

o A

This is a very interesting study on a question of fundamental impor-

tance to any classroom application of Piaget's theory of nuMber. namely,

how fundamental is conservation or numbersto a child's understanding of

arithmetic. Logically, it seems that this is fundamental,,but do the empiri-

cal Tiata support this logic? .

The study has several important positive aspects. The authors present

a very nice Aterature review and argument against the view that conservation

is fundamental to a child's understanding of any arithmetic instruction. It

also seems a plus that.two ?epeated testings4were made before labeling a child,

a nonconserver. Such a procedure would seem to give some evidence on the*

reliability of the classification procedure., Attq, the variety of tasks used

i in the study was very nice. .Some tasks also replicated some previous research.
,,

This reviewer had several questions about the research study that seem

likely to ba important when interpreting the results. These questioneinolude

the following:
-'

1. On the eonservatlOn task, why were not conservers,eested.twice? ,If .

...

equi'vo'cal nonconservers could .tirst fail and theh pass the task, could not /

some student labeled conservers4rst pass and than fail the task? Such *
.. °-. ,

testing might make the diffe?ences between conservers and 'nonconservers clearer"

2. For the 30-item comPutition teat, what was :the reli4lity? Was this
... ,,,..",..

timed?
9

a multiple-choice test? 'WWtht;Aes timed?
o

-3. ,A *'. r , r
3. On the conservation tOsksiiiing only one rorof beads, were, all 45

° * .0. -- . ,

nonconservers gi;,en each of`ther tasks or ohly, ihqs6.19 noneonservers who
..... . . ,

failed td conserve when one row v-bedds was lengthened?, -.

4 ,

,

,,", t,- ,

, ,

4.- Oil the,Static Counted Rows tasks, how many such tasks were given?
, 4.. , ,.. .

Knowing.that most (how many ?) of the 11noncoltervera who failed these tasks
,,*,)

only Missed onettask%is insufficientinfbrmation,-

For'the statistical analyses reported, ir,saems hard to view the analybes
: ,.

as not supporting the case that conservation of Itmber'stroftgly relates to

computational ability. Tvio ot thethree Aatistical CeSt't th'Itt compare con- .
. .

. - .

servers and nonconservers are significant and favor kthe conservers! ,The author's
.. ..,

attempt to explain ;."4,1y the computational...test significance using city and urban
.. .

..'

school data and impressionistic, data would hardly seem to justify. why .the ;
, ,

..
. .

statiatiCal Vet was 'even 'done.
$

e.. 4

%., ,0.-F., 4,,, 2.:.;,
:'44''

.
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Finally, it wou be nice to have a more composite picturAV4e of the noncon-

servers' responses. or example,' some nonconservers pass one Oak and'some

pass another. How nY nonconservers pass both tasks?
.-

-,

In spite of these comments, the authors make Andmportant point concerning
11.<

the relation of conservation of number to a child's understanding o,f arithme-

tic. Specifically, if there are nonconservers who can do and meaningfully
044

understand arithmeticdtasks, then these nonconservers would seem to negate .

. at,,least in part the argument tHat no arithmetic instruction should be given

nonconservers.
.41

This reviewer feels tbat,this study should be read and replicated. *It

raises some interesting question0',that would seem to.require additiona,l,

rdsearch. For example, if nonconservers can master and understand arithmetic

tasks, how should arithmetic instructionion be modifieh for theOgchildren?
. . . .

Does this instruction do better than providing experienCes that will help

the child develop first a conservation of number? The study rates some
, e-

44 , `<,-raa e, a--,
important issues nd questions. Additions1 research would, `however, seem

, necessry before the resolution of these iaspes will,he possible.

. 4 , Joe Dan Austin

, , -' Abstractor's Comments (2)
, .

_,

._
This article reports an, interesting study:with a thought-provoking

.,,

.

rationale. The authors have transcended the old ehiiken/egg debate over
i-- .

which' should first .skill or understanding -7 and have conjectured that 4
,,,

. +. .... a
to

.childfen who fail to tonserve number may, nevertheless, exhibit a fairly
rr _

sophisticated andetstandIng.of the,cohcept of, numbersimply.beCause their
:i

.
.

system of logic differs from that of an adult. ,The authors essentially
,% 4

reiterate this idea when.they further -observe that a,foundatiobal analysis of

6 concepts may yield structures very different from the mental structures ghat
, --,

1
.? ,:evolve-i

C
.n the course

,.-

of development. , ,

.,

-.,- ; 4iL , .fi

...,
... .

. . Their point is
!-'.an.

imporiant,one, and it is edtirely consonant with the
,

. A
,.,

Piagetian theory which serves as a backdrop to their studT, SomewhaE ironi- I; 'serves
.

tally, it isthis same point which suggases'that'implications of Viaget's
...,

:i
.

findings for mathAatics teaching shoUld not be overdrawn, because Piaget's,b '7,;,, 4' " .7 ,. ..
,

-,-.. tasks Areohased to such a large extent, on a logical afialysis of content struc-.
.:, .. ,:',4,.

t.._

,,F.... .ture....4The authors of'nis Page= itplicitly acknowledge this latter'observa-
.

. .

, - ,,

tion in their discussion of eonservai.ion tasks, when they contrast the kinds
ist

'

"6

- "4: ,

4 4,,. O.
.

,;
..

v
e-
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of transformations that occur in conservation tasks with the kinds of

transfprmations that occur in the context of,simple arithmetic operations.

True conservation tasks invollie the transfOrmation of an irrelevant, but

potentially attribute to produce a "conflicting cue", as the %

°*,..0 authors call it:,Certainly, conservation measure an aspect of the
,.rr

6

understanding of a concept, if understaddink is.assumed to imply comprehension
.

of the,language typically used relative to the concept. But, 'conservation

',tasks may measure such depth of
*

understanding that failure to conserve may
, 4 ''k.

not directly interfere with performance on tasks that involve more ordinary

kinds of transfOrmationa. / .

The purpo4e of thp reported study was to slow thkt' children who do not
..., .

.

conserve number may still, have some understanding oknumber concepts and may
...

be able to-,apply this.understanding in concrete situations. The authors'
4 1111

,..N4Z4e,

results wage not strong, -and it.would have beea,better to match the conserving

and nonconserviog-_groups oa, general ability in otder tonullify the effect of

the ability factor ao.much as possible. Nevertheless, several of the tasks
-...

were,interbsting, and sole of the result's were intri
-c.,-

.- The authors'
-.

primary contribution, however, resides in their basic premises.

.
4

.aigrid Wagner

"

I "



Scla-dler, James. A COMPARISON OF THE USE OF ACTIVE GAME LEARNING WITH
A dINVENTIONAL TEACHING APPROACH IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONCEPTS IN GEOMETRY
AND MEASUREMENT AT THE SECOND, GRADE LEVEL. School Science and Mathematics
81: 365-370; May-June 1981. ,

Abstracts amiecomments prepared for by EDWARD J. DAVIS,
The University of Georgia. 4'

1. Purpose
. ce ,

This stlicompariii,Ehe,elfectiveness of an active game teaching strategy
,...

with a conventional teaching strategy, --

2.e.t Rationale,ri
,;,.

Many elemeAtary schools us 4an adopted mathematics textbook. .This book,
,- 4c

'in manf cases, becomes the curriculum:e Does th o be the case?
.? -"r------------'=

Can students learn as much or more from approaches besides follo the

teacher's manual? In particular, .does.the medium of-active games and ..ve- 4
4.,

.
ment experiences provide a viable alternative to closely following a com-

e.- _
.",) \

`mercial text and:tiging its suggestions for manipulatives and practice?f,

, , .
3. Research Design ang Procedtres

,, .,
All secAnd-grade children at an elementary school compribed the popular-.

Lon. They were divided into 8 groups.- ,- 4 14 ,

Groups 1 and 2 were taught, using Method 1 (following the teache/r's
v

guide
_

for a commercial text) and also using Method 2 (activeegaMes - movement
, ,ftc

- experiences). ' M c,
r=: ,

Groups 3 and 4 were control groups - no content in the study was t 1 tight

to diem.
-. , . ,

%-4-
e

Groups 5.and
i
6 were taught using Method 1.

-.1,",' ;

Groups17 and 8 were Caught using Method 2. . .

, -

The treatment consisted of 1,W5 daily lessons. The come t was C apter

of the 1972 editi4A of the second - grade text published by Houghton fflin, .10.e '

Company. Chapter 3 deals with lines, curves, points, line segments; linear

measurement, time, liquid measurement, sets, and tfie fraction one- lf., ''

..-
. Method 1 followed the specifications in the teach r's manual as closely

as4Possible; this included use of manipulative materials, workbo k pagest 4

,.T,and
0
a teview. Tests develop651by Houghton Mifflin forthis cha ter-were used

, 'adpretestia, pdsttests, ancii retention,test six weeks later.
_

O

4.
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4. Findings 7.
0

S
There were no significant 4ifferepces between the mean achievement

7,
, A

scores on the commercially developed tests b9tween the..groupsdof children

taught by Method 1 and those taught by Method 2. ChifligntaughI ,byMethods
s,

1 and 2 did have significantly higher 1ChievementAores ilian children in y

the control groups. Thasefindings held for both posttest and retention
--, --:

test scores.

4 1
.

V.

0 :

5. Interpretations

'The hypothesis that there was no differbnce between the mean scores of
.- ,

the two.treatment groups was-Accepted at the .01 level iv confidence.

Haltver, the author
-..... n

feell that one must interpret this asia plus for the
,....,

f,,=!

active game approach -- it is at least as effectiye as conventionaT-inatrue-

tiq,Or.,As additional evidence Supporting some continued use of the active game
.6.,

medium, he points to the enthusiasm of the students and teachers'in.thit tame

iedium. And also to the fact that the actual mean gain scores Dram pre- to
/..,

posttepting for the game group were slightly hither than x14 mean gain scores

of'the conventional group.

. .
:

0 *
.

,, Abstractor's comments
.. -

It seems relevant to pose some questions at this point:

Would an active (movemer'h-oriented) game approach work just as well
,

foi a unit of work that was not predomin4telygeomeXric in nature ?,
, - 0 0

How much of a positive influence did the novelty of a gaMeapproach'

have? Would thisninfluence %gra?

Wefe the students, randomly assigned to treatment groups and
m _ A

how many students were in each group?

Does the author' feel that a game approach should be considered as an
y... . -0

occasi0141 mode of instructioroor as the primary medium of instruttlon?
-.:ez.

It would have been helpful-if the
q
author would have specified the active
, . A

-lame mode of instruction in some detail-(only references pre given). . .

Apparently, no paper-and-pencil activities were included. 'A description
..... _.,__

Of one, or two games: and the content these .games Were-to convey, would have
.

et

ben welcome. Was it the case.that the active game approach.did not involve

any pictorial representation? This would seem_to handicap the written test

performances of childten in this medium, of instruction.

ts,

0

T
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While mein achievement scores are given for posttests And retention

tests, it should be asked if these scores represent satisfactory achievemepr.,

What was the.Maximum possible test score? What expectations did_teachers or

. test publishers set for studeneachievement? Sample test items and :talent
P
performance on these fiemp4ould help in this regard.

The author is to be commended for doing researchiin a "real" dtfitext,

i.e., in actu!loplassrooms and using rvular teachers following a commerical

text. I view the outcomes as.evidence.,,to encourage teachers to depart from

a textbook format on occasion. .Such departures can add variety and reality

to the mathematics classroom. .I do not see evidence to,conclude that: an

active gpme approach wquld be viableam.a widespread basis.

;;Vz.,_

Oar

7.

b.

T.
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Schunk, Dale H. MODELING AND ATTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS ON,CHILDREN'S,ACHIEVE=
MENT: A SELF-EFFICACY ANALYSIS. JournalEbeEducationaf-Psychology 73: j.
93-105; February-1981.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by A. EDVARDUPRICHARD,
Univeigity of South Florida.

1.. Purpose

"The purpose of this study was to test hypotheses from self-efficacy

theory as it related to children 's performance with the distributive division

algorithm.
-

2. Rationale . ,o

Self- efficacy theory predicts that different modes of ineluenae change

behdviekan part by creating and strengthening self- percepts of effiCacy.

Perceived self-efficacy, judgments about onets caj1ability to perform given-

activities,, influences, people's choice of activities, effort expenditure,

and persistence in the face of difficulties. .Higher perceived efficacy leads

to greater,sustained involvement in activities and subsequent achPevement.

..Ar

.z.
3. - Research Design,and Procedilres

. Three seen of hypotheses were tested in this study. The first set of "I
., -; g

hypothesed.related o4osteying the development of arithmetic skills (division)

, _And jelf=efficacy providing_subiects:with,j;odeling, guided performance,A/

corrective feedback, and self-directed mastery (Bandura, 1977). Treatments

involved two instructional modes, didactic
1.

and cognitive mo ling.° The

secood set of hypotheses donceped the effects on ach evement f effort

attribution for successsand difficulty provided dur the process of compe-

tencydevelopment:. For: half ofithe subjects,within each of the,two instruc-
4010''''

,..,tionk treatments, thebexperimenter periodically asc abed the subjects'

successes to sustained effort,and their 'difficulties to insufficient effort.

AaCtibingpa achievement outcomes to efforE'is hypoi4sized to have

emotivational,p fects (Weiner, 1977,4/979; Weiner t al., 1971). The third
0

set of hypotheseh:foCueed on the relationship of self-efficacy or accuracy

,ofselfpefteptSIo subsequent achievement.' The dependent measures were

aritbketic skill, persistence (time on task), and self-efficacy (judgthent).

0414.
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It'was hypothesized that oompared with didactic instruction,

o coApttive/modeling would'result in higher arithmetic achieve-
ment, persistence, self-efEdcacy, and accuracy of self-
appraisal. ,Effort attribution was expected to lead to
higher achievement, persistence, self-efficacy, "and
,accuracy of self-appraisal in the modeling treatment but not

in the didactic treatment. (p. 95) *

The sample consisted of 56 middle-class children ranging in 'age from

9 years 2 months to 11 years 3 months, with a mean of 9 years 10 months.

There were 33 males and 23 females. The sample was drawn from five

.elementary schools. Teacher judgment was used tq identify children, who

'
displayed low arithmetic achievement, persistence, and self-confidence.

Thoie children identified 'were then individually administered the formal

preassessmT3t, which
,7^

consisted of an arithmetic performance test and an

kfficacy 'judgment scale.

The arithme
a

tic pretest consisted of 18 division problems graded in

level of difficulty. Twelve were considered training p ems (I-digit and

2-digit diyisors) and six were generalization problems (3-digit and 4-digit

divisors). Each division problem was presented on a single page, with time

spent on each problem recorded as a measure of persistence.

Children's pretest levdt of efficacy was measured after the division
,

pe rformancelpest to_insure familiarity with the different types of problems.

Eighteen pairs of division problems (increasing in level of difficulty) were

presented to each child for 2 seconds each. For each pair of problems,

children were asked to judge on separate efficacy scales their capability

to `solve that type of problem.

Subjects were those children who failed to solve at least four pretest

division problems. They were randomly assigned to4one of four conditions

of 12 subjects each (modeling-attribution, modeling-nA attribution, °

didactit-attribution, didactic-no attribution) or to a non-treated control

group of 8 subjects. All instructional treatments consisted of three

55-Minute training sessions, each on a separate day. Each training session

had-three.phases: instructional and division strategies (10 minutes),

practice with learned strategies (35 minutes), and directed mastery (10

minutes). All training was adMinistered individually and focused on "*"'

solving division problems using the distributive algorithm.

r
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Treatments were distinguished by the mode of instructionogiv during

the instruction phases, the formats of corrective feedback for con eptual'

errors occurring during the practice phases, and whether effort attribution1f
wasyprovided for successes and difficulties during the practice phases.

For example, in the cognitive-modeling treatment children, observed an adult

del solving division problems c9ptairied in the explanatory pages of the

training packet and verbalizing aloud the solution strategies used to

arrive at the correct solutions. Also, corrective modeling was provided

when childrenkencountered conceptual difficulties. In the didactic treat-
,

ment children studied the same explanatory pages on their own, after which

theyworked the practice problems. When children encountered conceptual

difficulty, they were referred to the relevant section of the explanatory

pages and told to review them. For children assigned to the.modeling- and

didactic-attribution conditions, the
4
trainer-attributed their suaesses to

high effort and their difficulties to low effort. "

Posttreatment assessment was conducted within a week after training.

The procedures were identical to those used in the pretreatment assessment

excem, that-efficacy judgments Were collected before the division",performance
- .

test. The division posttest was an alternate form of the,divigion pretest

(r .9i) . tietropplitan Aaievement Test IsCOpes'AnItiathematics were also
.

obtained for eaCh child to-fletermine.whether_mathematical ability, was related
0

ta:children is .responeeto treAtment.

5
*p t.° .

*e.!'4. Findings ,

The self..sefficacy sdAs,were ahalyiid using imecVan split;
judgments higher than '55, whichAnat&led at leaftaMOder4e
assurance, were scored as:efficacious:, whgreaythofe lower,
than 55 were scored as inefficacious,. Per;s4ste4e] was ,define,
aethe number of seconds children worked eadji problem, gerr
forpance-test problems wereAcored'as correct if childrp
correctly applied the divisi4 operations at eacI solution
stage or made a small computational error but otlyirwise used c

thecorrect operations. (p. 97).-
0 1. 31'

e

..., . I. v

Posttest scores (training nreblem) were pooled across ,the itur treat-
. '

treat-

mentsand4compared with prettiest scorer using the t-test
0
for Correlated, i,

. , .

scores to assess the overall effects of treatment.- This lateeanalis&:-
d 0

yielded differences which.were significant and reliable for division'accuracyz

(p < .01,, for persiStences(p:01), and for self-efficacy (p :<--.V1): That

is, chilqen who received treatment judged themselves more etficaeikous, i
.,.,--.:, ,

/".
8
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1 ,

'

...

....7.2.;, ...

persisteel longer, and solved more problems. The controls showed no signi-
'-...

ficant differences except for'less persistence.
--

The po ttest measures (accuracy, persistnce, self-efficacy) were ana-
.

lyzedusin multiple - regression procedures. Variation in posttest self -

efficacy j dgmentsWas significantly affected by pretest self- efficacy

(p < .01); more efficacious children at the outset tended to remain so.
,c. %

Variatioil,in posttest persistence scoreswas significantly affected by pre-

test persi ence (p < .01) and posttest self- efficacy (p < .05). Efficacy

(p < .01), per itence, (p .01), pretest accuracy (p < .01), the modeling-

' didactic variab e (p< .05), and the MAT score (p <'.05) each accounted for

a significant increment.in the explained portion ovarianee in posttest

accuracy. .
c

N
Since osttest accuracy is a function of multiple influepdes, a causal

iLmodel invo fig fOur variables (treatment. self-effipcy, persistence, and
. s

accuracy) was identified and tested using path analysis. Results using this .--

modelreproduced the original correlation matrix except for the correlation

between treatmef and accuracy: reproduted r, = %05; original f = .23., Thu;,-

**A

the model Was .jetted. 4 ,
a . .

To provide
,
a more stringent test of the relationship betweep self.:

percepts of self-efficacy and accuracy. (training probaemb),.. the level of
),

.congruence between these two factors was calculated by Tempering each posttest

efficacy judgment with the subsequent accuracy score on the problem of.the
. .

.

mparahLe farmland niffirulty Two_reapuxes of_incongruence_were also,

computed: overestimation and underestimation. he didactic trqatments

showed less congruence on the posttest than on the pretest (p < .01; p < .05)

And didactic-4tributional children overestimated more on the posttest than

On the pretest < -'There were no significant changes for moAling
. .

groups.

Multiple regression procedures were also applied to the posttest data.
\

The percentages of the total va ation in the posttest data accounted for by

,these predictors were 31X(257 adjusted) for congruence, 28% (22% adjusted)

for'overestimation, and 9% % adjusted) for undefestfmatian. Congruence was

significantly "affected 1 both, the instructional - treatment and attribution-

. within-mvieling. variables. Modeling children showed significantly higher

. congruence than didactic children (p < .01), whereas modeling children

receiving attribubion showed higher congruence than those not receiving

e.

01.
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attribution (p < .05):;11. No significant differences were found due to the

attribution-within-didactic variable.

5. Interpretations

a. This study demonstrates that treatIct procedures providing problem-

solving principles, practice on applying the principle, corrective feedback,

and self - directed mastery were effective in developing skills and enhancing

a.sense of efficacy in children who had experienced pkofound failureln.

mathematics.
0

b. Cognitive modeling was more effective than didactic instruction in

promoting skills development.

'c. Greater gains in self-efficacy and persistence

did not receive support.

d. That attributing successes and difficulties to effort should influende

self-efficacy, persistence, and skill accomplishment for'modeling children

failed to receive support. (This /inding suggests the need for caution in

,the use of effort attribution to correct cognitive defic.iencies.)

e. ,Perceived efficacy was an accurate predictor of arithmetic perfOrmance

across levels of test difficulty and modes of treatment. Modeling children

showed significantly higher congruence than didactic children, whereas

modeling children receiving attribution showed,higher congruence than those

not receiving attribution.

1--Regar4less-of treatmentt children-with-greater-iat e ical-ability

as a r &sult of modeling

respond better to training.

Abstractor's Comments

Mathematics learning was not the focus of this research; rather, mathe-

matics learning was used ad a vehicle'to study self- efficacy theory. The

context of the study is more psychological than cont t-specific. As such,

the resalts have implications for achievement in ge 1.

- *This research report was.well-organized and well-written. I wap im-

__pressed.with the way the author articulated'the relationships between

theory or past research and judgments made about design; implementation, pro-

cedures, and interpreting results. However, there are a number of. points

or issues I would like to address relative to this work.

e's
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1. Self-efficacy is enhanced by information conveyed,though such

different treatment modalities as actual performance, modelinp

aystematic desensitization. The treatments in this study
. 0

included. actual performance and modeling but not systemAit desen-

sitization. In working with children who,display low arithmetic

achievement, persistence, and self-confidence, one would predict

that systematic desensitization would be more effective treat-

ev,"ment component than modeling. How do cognitive modeling address

mathbmatics anxidty?,

2. The results kndicate..there is not a significant effect for effort

attribution across treatments. This finding might be related to

locus of control. Children who believe that the locus of control

is external might not be affected as much by effort attribution as

those children who believe-that locus of control is internal. Locus
. .-

df control issues were not examined by the investigator.

3.f it is stated that the oh/pa-en experie cing cogriitive modeling

out-performedsthose experiencing the di ctic treatmentson the

division posttest. While the means Of the cognitive modeling groups

were higher than the means achieved by. the didactic groups, it is

not clear how the investigator directly tested this hypothesis.

4, Given the age of the subjects participating in this study and their

mathematics dhility, I am not sure didactic instruction as defin04 2'1*

here is an-appropriate treatment. I must be wrong! I wassutprised

that thNeubjects instructed under,either treatment 'condition per-
-

forted as well as they did on the,divibion posttelt,given instruc-

tional time! It might be the4100e thatIndividual instruction is

efficacious in.enhancing children's self - perceptions of their capa-

bilities to do division. V*, ,

5. Although the specific analysis of generalization scores were not

presented, the investigator could have briefly addressed these

results in he discussion section. Generalization results would be

of interest to mathematics edhcatOrs.
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Shapson, Stan tl..; Wright, Edgar; Edson, Gary; and Fitzgerald, Jahn. AN

EXPERIMENTAL STTUDY OF THE EFFECT OF CLASS SIZE. American Educational

..it Research .Journitl. 17: '141-152; .Summer 1980s , .,

''04t.i.
.

1,- .'-

. . .
. , . .

Abstract:and comments prepared I.M.E. by 467.s. BeRNS,

The university'of Tennessee, Knox Ile. -
,

I:
.

, ,

/ -

1. Purpose . 't Atiffo- _

, The purpose of,this study was to investigate the differences between

four class sizes'(A: 23,,s30,.and 37) and their effecteon: .-

a. .teacher expectations; 0 .

b. the attitudes and pinions of pnrticipants"(students and teachers);

'student achieve in reading mathematics, composition, and art;

, dr student self-c ncept; and , . -
' o,

A .
(

.

e: a variety o classroom process variables (teacher-pupil participation,
..

-pupil participation, and-method,of Instruction). e
i

t

2. Rationale . tit
.

N
The contextual framework withi4 which tilts investigation was conducted

includes these aspects of previous reseatch:

a. The issue of class,size has loAt attracted the interest of the

educational ebmmuity, as illUstrated by the Glass and Smith (1979)
a vA

report,

b. Literature relating to class size has been interpreted in various,

e ways.

Research Design and Procedures
. ,

Si4ty-two, classes of students in'the fourth and fifth grades from 11

schools in three school districts in MetrOpolitanToronto pa'rticipated in'

this study. Teachershad at least two years of teaching experienceand had

expressed a'willingpiss'to partioipate. Students from all socioeconomic

Tevelsoiere include4 in the sample, but there was a. higher-propartion ofF

students from the lower socioeconomic categories (52 percent) in the sample

than represented in the total elementary student population (44 percent). ,

In the'rirst year of the study, fourth-grade teachers and students were

randomly assigned Go classes four4sIzes.(16, 23, 30, or.37 students). The

student assignment were stratified by sex'and by ratings of academic
1 .0

#

,t So
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porformance.-Ecir-the-secend-yeaz-r-the-same-teic

o

assigned in a, like mannex to Grade 5 classes,, with the conditions that

students not be in a class size of,16 or 37 for both years of the study

'and that teachers who taught classes of the two larger sizes would instruct

classes of the two smaller sizes, and vice versa.

Each year of the 'study, opinions and attitudes of teacher and student

participants were collected. Standardized ,achievement tests, a self-concept

cale, and an art and composition measure were administered to students.

Observations of classroom process variables were made.

One teacher questionnaire was administered prior to their being in-

formed of their assigned class size. This qUestionnaire obtained background

information about the teachers and their expectations for each of the prom.

posed class sizes. A second questionnaire surveyed teachers' opinions toward

. their assigned class size each of the two years. Two forms of a semantic

differential scale were completed by participating etachers relating to "My
_-

Classroom" and "The Pupils I Teach". Questionnaires measured students'

attitudes toward specific subjects of instruction, the classroom environment,
4,

' .their contact with teachers and peers, and their general satisfaction in

'school. A semantic differential used with pupils described "My Classroom".

For subtests of the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills were administered:
.

. ,

vocabulary, reading comprehension, mathematics concepts, and mathematics

problem solving. The N4York Self-Concept Inventory measured pupils'

academic self-concept. ,Samples of studepts' art'lwere collected and these

samples were rated on a developmental scale. Students' compositions on the

topics "Dreams" (first yeaWand "Wishes" (second year) were assessed by a

five-point rating scale.

Observations ,o? cia4room process variables were bade with the Toronto
_

,

Classroom Observation Schedule (TCOS). The following yariables were investi-

gated with the TCOS: (1) teacher-pupil interaction; (2) Pupil participation;

(3) pupil satisfaction;'(4) iethod of instructions (5) subject, emphasis;.

0) physical conditions; (7).Use_of'educationWaidsCand (8) classroom

atmosphere. For both years of the study, trained observers used the TCOS fet

eight halt-day visits to each participating classroom: In addition, the

observers usi4 an instrdment called "Indicatort-of Qutlity" during five 20-"

minute visits to each class.rIlu: Indicators of Quality checked four aspect'sy
of classroom activity: (a) AndividualixatAon; (b) interpersonal regard;

(c) creative-expresSion; and (d) group activity.
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The study generated data, from 16 classes with clas

and 15 glasses each of dIass'aiieS30 and 3T. Dirstrer

"Rio. by a one-Away analysis,of variance with the class servin

I analysis. For-the student the variability due-tot

- -and teacher" was first removed using a multiple linear r

Sizes 16 and\23,

aflVere dsgesTed--

as a unit of

eat-bethe study

gression Othnique

and an analysis of variance was per'formed using 'the "7-6 iduals"., For the

observational data, means of each variablevwere first mpared with pro-
7%.

portions tests; then a one-way analysis of variance by last size was con-

ducted. Wh en a significant difference was found, pseu values were caIcu-

lated and a similar analysis of variance was performed
.,

thjseudoxalues. .

If an analysis of variance of eitheOpe of data resul ed itr a significant

red cot t----over..a1-.1-effect-tne--to-clasorrangeleists were

'conducted.
st.

I.

41
I

----1 -9.4. Findings ., ' ,.
4:1

The followinwresults were reported relative to the various components #,
,

of the study;
,

. . ,.. .

4
A. Teachers' Affective Measure i" . -1

<...

. 1) Piior to the study, teachereresponses showed that Yi. percent
..,

1,

of the positive expectations were directed toward the smaller
, .

classes, and 91 percent pf thylegatizelexpectakionsweFe toward'
.... .

the larger classes.. Following the stf.dy, it was noted that

-teachers' opinlons matched their dkReciations. (That is,
., .

. ,teachers expected that individualization would be greater in
, .

°

.

smaller classes and .they restated that this practice pad,pccurred.)

Teachers who-weifit from a "iarge".to:a""small" class size were

significantly (p k. .001) more likely to rego.rt that:they liked

the smaller class size and reported higher persOna1 energy,
J4

level...Theralso believed that pupils contributed more, paid .

better ;tteneibn, and were' more Satisfied with the smaller

classes.

2) On the semantic differential rdtings,'tedchvs'in class size 16;

'rated "My Cladsroom" agnfacantly are positively'(p < .01)
.

'than those in class size,s 3D ai 37.

Observitidi of Clalisroom Process Variables'

1)* 'pare were numerous variables on the Classroom Observation

Schedule unaffected by class size. '

s,

a -
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2) Sisniticanv..differenees between class sizes were detected in
. ,

011owlnr variables (p< .05):' proportion of:pupils

ad es§ed as individuals; lecture by tea#er; supervision by.,

teachliwhile pupils were working; and propor- 'of liritten

aids used.
0

There were no significant effects of class size on the
(1.

"Indicators of Quality" scores'.
4

C. Student Affec6ive Measures e

1) There was no significant difference due to class size'oh the

Atiitudea Toward School Scale, the Semaiiic Differential Scale,rc

:or, the Sakf-Concept Scale. '

D. Student Achievement, Measures

1) There were no Significant differences attributable to class
k A

size ..for art, composition, vocabulary, reading, aid mathematics

problem solving., For mathematics concepts there was a

cant overall effect due to class size, favoring the class size

16 (p < .05).

5s' Interpretations

The following interpretations are pointed out by the investigators:
00

a. Manipulating class sizes experimentally resulted in few changes in

classroom functioning in the fourthand fifth grades.

b. Of the dependent vkiiables examined, the ones that tended to show

differences due to Blass size were teachers' opinions and, attitudes.
o

: Teachers believed the smaller class sizes to have many advantages
,

"over the larger classes,-especially in terms of possible

dualization. Teachers'reported they made changes to adjust to the

different. class sizes, but. these perceptions did not receive much

support fiom the obiervational and student outcome data.

c. Teachers'did not alter the.proportion'of their time spent inter-
7-.4-

_

acting with the Whole class, with groups; orswith individual pupils.
o

d. Individual pupils were adatesSed more frequently by eachersitt e -

the small classes, but there were sib corresponding differences fn'

the total amount of time the teachers spent talking to individuals.

"It seemed that pule in the smaller ciass sizes had more individual

interactions with their teachers because a constant amount of time

o I

s
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4

k4 '
os , ..
,,t. ,..... . .

:for individual'interactions was being distributed amongfewer
, ..,

N--

i*ils., '" f .

Observational data indicated virtually no changes in methods of
. ,,,,

instruction used by teachers in the different class sizes, The.,
s

investigatori quoted other ,researchers in stating that teachers
.

generally do not take advantage of the.oppotiunidy afidVded'by/

small clasSest'q fyldividualize their instructional prOgedures;,a

'considerable amerunt-of instruction
:' ,.,

.
in small classes is still

..,

whole, ,class oriented. _

.,ii.

.,,* .,
.

.
.

Standardized'measures,for students' academ-.-dc anhievement showed

a significant elasd;Size effect only for mathematics concepts (-.

students, in class size 1601ad higherrcpres than theit'peers in

class sizes 30.sand 37. There'wasno significant difference, in other. 1

academic achievement. The resea'chetystate that the argument that

/

4,5
performance in'endeavors such as art, or composition would be. more 0

sensitive to class size effects than the rot
.

. . -,,,'not supported. . 4:,.. 3

There were no class size effects for ments",attitudes toward,

school and for their self-concepts.

l'h. Changing class size did not esult in any observed differences
a

pupils' participation in*la lem tasks. '

chievement areas was

Abstractor's Comments

The impact of class size
\ k "

on in mathematics is a topic
a

of cOnsideration, and other related variables such as were exidored in thiS

study should be examined. Research in the ,area of class size has roduced

conflicting and varied results.

The investigatork describe clearly their pdrposes, ratOnale, resarch
design and procedures, and findings.' Readers may likely wish for a more

straight -forward'scatement of the'hypothesest they were testing. Also, a
,

further words of eXplanatiqA about assigning students by 'gratings of academic

performance" might hYNTe,igen helpful. ifiedr;ijrmaiiOnProvided about the

instruments used is appreciated. The discussion closely folloyed the findings

of the study. ,SoMe more straightforwardly stated coriCluaons £rom,the study

achievement

in

4

worthy

might have-been helpful.

A

11
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t

' A few implications could have been suggested and a few specific .a

suggestiong.would be most helpful tociassroom teachers. The investiga-

a tots do compare their results with other researchers, particLarly when
. . n ,

.
pointing out some questionable parts of the Glass and Smith analysis. We

. ,

are left with a need for further research which attempts to manipulate

experimentally instructional procedures far different class sizes. The

,
investigators suggest this when they state that "crass size could be appro-

priately altered in dlere nt situations by redistribdting students and time
,

and by changing instructional techniques." f

d 1 F ...-
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West, Tommie A. A NEW LOOK AT AN OLD ASSUMPTION: THE ROLE OF THEHORIZON-
TAL NUMBER SENTENCE IN PROBLEM SOLVING BY YOUNG CHILDREN. School Science
and Mathematic§ 80: 493-5011 October 1980.

e Os

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by ROBERT B. ASHLOCK,
--RTS Graduate School of Education, Jackson, Mississippi.

° -

1. Purpose

To probe the validity of the assumption that horizontal number sentences,

are pedagogically desirable in helping children"master the skills of problem _

solving. Questions were raised as children's responses were examined.

tis - e
2. Rationale

The assumption that Sorizontal number sentences can be psed to help

children master the skills of.problem solving is TOdelyaccepted. But Weaver

(1976) wonders if some of oyr instruction with young children is too.mathe-.

matically sophisticated for them. Other researchers point tO increasing

evidence that difficulty with' missing addend subtraction is a developmental

One.

3. Research Design and Procedures

w 'Three subtraction verbal preblella were presented to each of 502. mid-

year third-grade children in 24 classrooms in Montgomery County, Maryland.

*For each problem, Children were asked to write a number sentence and then

solvejpe problem. Verbal problems had either a missing addend or a compari-

son inte'pretation. The first contained a basic:fact,,the second invoiired

a'two-digit'probiem with no regroupingotand the third required regrouping..
01^,

Children's answers were classified asp correct or "incorrect", while

number sentences were classified as "appropriatet.canonical", "appropriate

noncanonical", or "inappropriate ". Appropriate,panonical sentences contained

the sign of the operation to,,be used in computing the ahswer,-while appro-

priate noncanonical sentences needed to be transforped before they cou],d be
0

computed. Inappropriate number sentences did not modeb the problem.

4, Finans
Rates of occurrence reported for different response categories include

the data in Table 1.

ti
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Table 1

Rates'of Otqurrence, in

=-Canonical Sentences

Percentage of Appropriate.

Noncanonical Sentences

Percentage of "ApproPriaq

Percentage'of Sti4dentA Vriting7

,Inappropriate Sentences

, .

Different Response,gategories

Problem 1 Problem 2

43 48

33: 30

24 4- 22 39,

132412,lem 3'

45 .

16

Arr

. ,. ! 17., 4.0 .
Siiident responses for Problem 1 are reported in.detail. Within Peach

response category, the number o'f responses is reported for each different
. 0 ,

number sentence that was written. Children's responses for Problem &and
.

Problem 3 are not reported, but are Said to be .similar to responses for
...

Probled 1. 1 .'
'

.r,

Exadination of responses raised the followj.ng questions regarding se
el

of number sentences by young children for prqbleM solving

.QuestiOn 1: Do children use the horizontal ritimbersentence in solykkg.

problems?

Many of those students who were amble to find a solutAonAre

not able to construct a dumber sentence for the problem.r.
Question 2: Does the horizontal number sentence encograge an incorrect

.e

statement of Che problem?
0,

Inappropriate number sentences werwritten as follows: 24%
.

for the first problem, 22% for the second, and 39% for the third.

Question 3: Does4the horizontal number sentence mislead the student about

the operAtion to be used to so]ve the problem?

.A.'large number of studerits apparently thought of the Oroblemp as'

addition prohlemso,inni wrote appropriate.noncanonicar sentences

that were not transformed` into subtraction sentences.

62
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Question 4: Does the.horizontaI number sentence miblead-students a_ bout the

answer 'to the problem?

One-third 0 the stddents,who wrote a correct addition sentence

(appropiiate noncanonical) fon the first problem were nqx ablel4to.
identify the answer, though they had already found it. Their

answer "occurs as the number following the equaliti-SyMhol in

the horizontal number sentence." Also, a large number of

-students did not use the place-holder notatidn, which seemed to

contribute to the difficulty they experienced injobating the
-

answer in their coMpieted number sentence.

I.

. tgzestion 5: Does the student translate the appropriate noncanonical statement-
...

of the problem into a canonical or computational format?

Children had d-greatest difficulty in transfatng noncanonical

sentences into forms leading to plution. While 69% of the

students who wrote the third problem in canonical form. solved.it

correctly, only 40% of those writing thenoncanonical,form did

so. Weaver, (1976) also found-these,transformations,to be very.:-
, .

difficult for third-grade pupils', Furthermore, other'redearchers

indicate that first and second graders have'difficulty trans-

1
lating number sentences into the equivalent forms needed to solve

the problems.

,

Question 6: Does the horizontal number sentence encouragecomputational errors?

Children had difficulty subtracting two-digit numbers 'presented

in the horizontal forma t.

Question 7: What is the effect on a child's confidence in solving verbal

problems when the work he doed to solve a problem produces an answer which
4

is consistent with his intuitive solution?

It was distressing to note that correct answers acquired through

informal procedures were not always supported by the number

sentences that had supposedly produced them. Children would

arrive at an answer and supply ft number Sentence,

but not recognize it as the solution to the problem.
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5. Interpretations
te

The author questions the pedagogical dIsiragilityof haying youngsters,
. ,

Use horizontal number sentences in early work with verbal problems, as 'aid

Weaver (1976). She also notes that there is evidence that diiificulty with

missing addend subtraction is a developmental one for children. Questions
o

for further research that are raised include:

Should we-requive that all noncationical forms be

into can6nical or'.computationaf'forMat?

Should we require that the canoniciai4torm,of ther ,,1
constructed from thebeginnin4e.

Should we require the vertical format forverhal

first step in the symbolization ofthe problem?

(\--
.

Abstractor's Comments -

The use of horizontal number sentences with children in thOptmary grades

certainly needs. further study, and:the aithor's probes are walComei

reading the report, we shoUld remember that she is probing. Iler,pestions,

were raised by the data; the data were not collected to inve'SsigaL the

translated

sentedce be

, ,
problemsai a

questions empiriwally. , 5
at I

The exploration provides further evidence that many 9Alldrenryrely_lush
y

symbols around", they do not use or respond'to written number sentences map-

:,ingfully. --However, the investigation itself would have been ciesner if all
- w

three problems were missing addend problems, for difficulc,of computation

has been confounded with type of proplem.

. It is reported that children had difficulty subtracting two-digit numbers

presented in the horizontal format, but the report does not make it at all

clear that children Understood thdy could use conventional algorithms for the

actual computation. If children thought they had to do subtraction with
41.

tegrouping by merely looking at a number sentence, anoth'er variable was intro-,

duced.

Question 7 and the discussion which follows are confusing as they appear

in the report, Perhaps what is intended is the effect of solutions which

are inconsistent with intuitive solutions.

Both in the rationale and in the conclusion of the study, there are

references t increasing evidence that difficulty with missing addend subtrac-

tion isedevelopmental difficulty, but in her discussion the author does not
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,,.,

specify how what she is observing may be developmental in nature.
.

. V ._

Studies of academic achievement-by young children often assume that

whatever most children.find easiest to do at a point in time should betalight

first: What.children have actually. learned, anZ how this interacts wish the

tasks at hand, are not examinednor acre long -term effects.

If it can, be assumed What children in the study had learned to think

of addition as "putting together and subtraction as "taking away", then it

is not surprising that children found it difficult to assign subtraction to

putting together
.

It is also tr e that large numbers of children actually learn to think.___.of eohals as "results in an answer of ." Therefore, it is not surprising

that children writing noncanonical statements had difficulty locating the

answer` in their own statements. °

It is encouraging to see highligtted the difficulty childrep encounter

with transformations. The reviewer is reminded of Wilson's (1967) research

with fourth grade children in which children tayght to write the canonical form

friim the bqginning(wanted-given approach) had greater achievement than ;pose

who were taugh to write apprOPLate noncanonical statements and then trans-

form:them so tey cotild compute (action - sequence approach). In the Wilson1
study, able students were actually confused by being required to write non.;

canonical nurdper sentences.

The .questions posed for further research.at the clOse of the report are

.,
a fruitful productfOf the study.
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